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NASA - Space Task Group 
Langley Field, Virginia 
August 22, 1961 

MEMORANDUM For Associate Director 

Subject: MR-3 post-flight debriefing of Alan B. Shepard, Jr. 

1. The enclosures to this memorandum constitute Commander Shepard's 
complete debriefing of MR-3. The first enclosure is a complete listing 

"':. of the questions prepared for the debriefing. The second enclosure 
is the general portion of the aeromedical debriefing (questions on 
page 13 through 15 of enclosure one). ' The third enclosure is an index 
of enclosures four, five, six and seven which are Shepard's comments 
relative to capsule engineering, operational procedures and pilot 
performance. 

2. The basic concept of the debriefing was to allow' the pilot 
to freely discuss the flight before entering into the direct question 
and answ'er session and delete those questions previously answ'ered in 
the free discussion from this section. This factor, combined with 
the fact that discipline during the debriefing was extremely poor, 
makes it impossible to present this material in a clean question and 
answ'er form. To partially alleviate this problem, an index was prepared 
which it is hoped will help direct the various systems specialists to 
the information pertaining i,tO their area of interest. A few questions 
of the prepared debriefing '( enclosure one) w'ere not asked and a few' 
not listed w'ere used. 

3. To take full advantage of the information gained from the 
MR-3 pilot debriefing, it is suggested that a copy of this material 
be distributed to each branch of the Space Task Group. It is 
requested that all comments on the debriefing be forwarded back to 
the Training Office. 
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OUTLINE FOR 
ASTRONAUT DEBRIEFING 

I. Exposition of hig~lights of flight by Astronaut without regard to, 
chronological sequence of events and without interruptions of any 
kind by debriefing team. 

II. Moderately detailed exposition of flight by Astronaut, paying 
attention to chronological sequence of events. Astronaut will 
describe his impressions of complete mission starting from insertion 
into capsule to boarding of recovery ship. Debriefing team will again 
not interrupt. 

III. Debriefing team will ask about a half-dozen very general questions de
signed to summarize the flight and to determine the Astronaut's present 
condition. 

IV. Chronological exposition of flight as in II except that debriefing team 
will ask prepared questions covering all areas of interest at the 
proper times; qu.estions will, however, be restricted to those which 
should logically be asked in a chronological framework. Questions 
will be groupe q. in following headings: 

A. Prelaunch 
B. Launch and Powered Flight 
C. Zero=g Phase 
D. Reentry 
E. Landing 
F. Post=Landing 
G. Recovery 

V. Debriefing team will be free to ask any and all remaining questions 
regarding flight. 'I'hese questions will, however, be grouped in the 
following general areas: 

A. Aeromedical 
B. Evaluation of Capsule Systems Operations 
Co Flight Operational Procedures 
Do Assessment of Preflight Training Program 

VI. Iebr:iei'ing team will ask a few general questions intended to summarize 
the comple-te Mercury operation and to allo1-l Astronaut to impart advice 
to Astronauts who will man succeeding Mercury missions. 

Enclosure 1 
NASA = Space Task Group 



ASTRONAUT DEBRIEFING QUESTIO~~AIRE 

I. Astronaut Discussion 

"What '..tould. you like to say first?" 

II. Chronological Discussion of Flight by Astronaut 

"starting from your insertion into the capsule and ending with your 
arrival aboard the recovery ship~ tell us about the entire mission' 
in your own words," 

III. General Questions 

L Evaluate your general condition at this time. Any discomfort? 
]);:!scribeo 

2. What are your most outstanding impressions of the flight? Describe. 

3. Were there any major surprises during the flight? Describe. 

4. Were any significant physiological problems encountered? Describe. 

5. Were any significant operational or capsule systems problems en
countered? Describe. 

6. Did the period of weightlessness have any unexpected effects on 
your fe'elings or perform,91lce? Explain. 

IV. . qpecific Questions Keyed to a Chronological Review of the Flight 

A. Prelaunch 

1. Were there any problems with the i.nsertion and countdown 
procedures? 

2. Were your communications sati.sfactory at all times during 
the count,down? 

3, Were you always aware of the status of the countdown? 

4. DId you hove nny problem::; with pressure points~ stiffness, 
ventilation, etc,~ during the countdown? 

5. COIl1'llent on the length of the prelaunch period, 

6. Choot;::e three a.d,jectives to describe yourself at the following 
times ~Dlring insertion ____________ _ 
during coun.tdown 
the ins~~ant of lift=off 

----...,--, 
J at -------

------
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7. Do you feel you had sufficient training in prelaunch 
operations directly involving you? 

8, Did the Mercury Control Center Capsule Communicator take 
too much time making his reports? 

9. Was the ground checkout procedure with the Control Center 
Capsule Communicator and other MCe operators satisfactory? 
Were you satisfied that MeC operators were happy with the 
capsule TIM measurements at lift-off? 
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B. Launch and Powered Flight 

1. What were your predominant. sensations during powered flight? 
Relate th~se sensations to the overall flight environmen~ 
and to your previous piloting experience, if possible. 

2. Choose three adjectives to describe yourself during ·lift-off 
maximum noise -------~ and at -------burnout --------

3. Did the ECS perform properly during the powered flight phase? 

4. Was there any appreciable change in headset noise before and 
after 10,000 ft. altitude? 

5. Did vibrations interfere with the readability of any of the 
instruments? Which ones? Describe. 

6. Did any capsule components vibrate excessively during powered 
flight? Describe. 

7. Did ali telelights operate correctly through separation? If 
not, what did you do? 

8. How good were the voice communications during the powered flight 
phase? Describe. 

9. Are you satisfied with the procedure for reporting cabin and 
suit pressure during the critical phase from 73 to 86 (Redstone) 
from both a. "ground" and your point of view? Is it a. proper· 
abort procedure? 

10. Could you discern booster cut-off and tail-off characteristics? 
By which of your senses? 
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C. Zero-g Phase 

1. Choose three adjectives to describe yourself during weight
lessness -------

2. Comment on ECS cooling during weightlessness. 

3. What motions did the capsule go through at separation? 

4. Did the telelights between tlRETRO SEQ" and tI. Cf5 Gil all work 
properly? If not, what did you do? 

5. Could you sense separation of the tower clamp ring? Describe. 

6. When the escape motor fired, could you see the exhaust? 

7. When the escape motor fired, what was the sound level? 

8. Did the motor shake the capsule or make the shingles flutter? 

9. Did you think the tower either hung up or struck the antenna 
fairing during separation? 

10. Was there any deterioration of visibility through the window 
as a result of escape motor firing? 

11. Did you observe tower separation? If so, how? 

12. Could you sense separation of the capsule clamp ring? Describe. 

13. Could yoU: determine capsule separation had occurred immed
iately? How (Sight, noise, feel, acceleration, sequence panel)? 
Was the booster pitching, yawing, or rolling at this time? 

14. Could you detect posigrade rocket firing? Describe. 

15. What sensations were observed during retrorocket firing? 
Describe. 

16. Could firing of individual retrorockets be detected? 

17. Could you sense separation of the retropackage and did it 
affect the capsule in any way? 
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18. Did retropackage straps spring back and strike the capsule? 

19. Did the ASCS sequence properly and did it hold the correct 
attitude (rate damping, turnaround, orbit, reentry)? 

20. Could you hear operation of the control system? (Le., firing 
of the control rockets, action of solenOids, control linkages, 
etc.) 

21. Comment on the response of the hand controller for each manual 
control mode tried (i.e., effectiveness, backlash, slop, 
binding, lag). 

22. How did performance of the manual control systems compare with 
what you expected as a result of training on the various 
Mercury simulators? 

23. Did you have any unusual physical sensations from capsule 
motions? 

24. Could you predict anything about the rates and attitude of the 
capsule from your physical sensations and your actions with 
the control stick or did you rely completely on your rate-and
attitude indicators for orientation information? 

25. Did the periscope attitude references agree with the gyro 
attitude instruments during the programed phases of the 
mission? 

26. Could yaw be determined from drift. through the periscope? 
From observing the booster through the periscope? 

Zl. Did the light~shaftiXlg effect of sunlight influence the VlSl

bility of any of the instruments or controls? If yes, was it 
necessary to adjust the capsule light to compensate for this 
effect? 

28. Describe the appearance of the ~arth, sky, and stars relative 
to colors and light intensities. 

29.· Describe the view from the windows and through the periscope. 
What could be seen? Did you note any particular landmarks? 
Was the prepared weather map generally correct (cloud cover 
and position)? 
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30. Were the controls easier or harder to reach under zero g? 

31. Could you hear or feel the tape recorder running at zero g? 

32. Could you-hear or feel the came~as running? 

33. Could you feel if the batteries were heating up? 

34. What items, if any, vibrated during zero g? 

35. Could you detect which components contributed to most of the 
cabin noise during weightless flight? 

36. Did floating objects in the cabin during weightless flight 
distract your attention? 

37. Compare the retrofire sensa.tions in the actual capsule with 
those presented to you in the ALFA Trainer. In the Centrifuge. 
In the Procedures Trainer. 

38. What was the difference if .. the degree of difficulty. in con
trolling actual retrofire as compared to controlling the 
retrofire simulations presented to you. during your training? 

?f.). Did the whole-body-motion training you received on the ALFA 
Trainer help you in flying the capsule at zero g? 

40. Were you aware of any resemblance between the angular accel
eration cues you experienced dur:i.ng weightlessness lvi th those 
you experienced on the ALFA Trainer? 

41. Did you see the booster at any time during the flight? Describe. 
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D. Reentry 

1. Compare your reactions to the reentry acceleration profile 
to corresponding reactions· experienced on the CentrifUge. 

2. Comment on ECS cooling during reentry. 

,. Did the telelights all work properly between". (Jj G'; and 
"MAIN"? If not, what did you do? 

4. Were cabin or suit pressure changes excessive during reentry? 

5. Did you lose communications during reentry? For how long? 

6. Did e:ny capsule components experience excessive vibration 
during reentry? Could you pinpoint time of occurrence? 

7. What was your first cue of "g" re-occurring upon reentry? 

8. Were there any oscillations of the capsule during reentry? 
Could you estimate their amplitudes? 

9. Were you aware of lateral accelerations during reentry? If so, 
do you feel it is important to simulate these on the Centrifuge? 

10. Did you detect the re-occurrence of "g" by noting the settling 
of floating objects? Did this occur before you could feel "g"? 

11. Was there any noticeable difference between the linear accele
ration sensations experienced in the capsule and on the 
Centrifuge? If so, do you consider them important? 

12. Choose three adjectives to describe yourself during reentry 
and at maximum 

"g" --------
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E. Landing 

1. Choose three adjectives to describe yourself at main chute 
opening , at impact 

-------, and at post-impact 

2. Did the snorkel door eject properly (did the cabin inlet and 
Qutflow funct~on properly)? At what altitude did each occur? 

3. At landing did the vacuum relief valve function properly and 
did the snorhel valve prevent seepage? 

4. Describe the voice communication with the ships and aircraft 
during the parachute descent. 

5. What was the indicated altitude at drogue opening? 

6. Describe the drogue opening shock. Did you see any chaff? 

7. Did the drogue canopy "pulse"? 

8. Was the capsule stable before drogue deployment? If not, 
describe motions. 

9. Could you estimate the capsule to drogue angle at drogue 
opening? 

10. Did the capsule stabilize after drogue opening? If so, 
how soon? 

li. Did you hear the drogue mortar? 

12. Did the drogue deploy automatically? If not, did you deploy 
the drogue manually? What failure indications did you have? 

13. Was the capsule stable when the antenna section jettisoned? 
If not, describe capsule motions prior to jettison of antenna 
section. 

14. What was the indicated altitude of antenna jettison? 

15. Did you hear antenna mortar? 

16. Did the antenna jettison automatically? If not, did you deploy 
the antenna section manually? What failure indications did you 
have? 
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17. Could you hear the ejection bag inflate? 

18. Could you hear the opening of the main chute? 

19. Did the sounds coincide with the acceleration pulses? 

20. Did any noticeable angular accelerations accompany ~he main 
chute opening? 

21. Could you see the main chute deployment? 

22. Describe the opening shock to the reef condition. 

23. Could you see the chute at full inflation? If so, did you see 
any chute or riser damage? Was the capsule turning relative to 
the chute? Estimate amount. Was the chute canopy stable? 

24. Describe the capsule motion after main chute deployment. 

25. Did the sequence light work normally? 

26. Was it necessary to use a reserve chute? If so, what were the 
indications of main chute failure? What was the type of failure? 

27. Were angular accelerations noticeable at deployment? 

28. Was it a clean deployment? 

29. Did the impact skirt deploy normally or did you deploy the 
skirt manually? 

30. At what t:ilne did the skirt deploy relative to main chute deploy
ment? Did the heat shield drop have any shock effect? 

31. What was the approximate capsule attitude at impact with respect 
to you? 

32. On what part of the chute swing did landing impact occur? 

33. Describe the capsule motions at impact. 

34. How long did it take for the capsule to right itself? 

35. What was the final trimmed angle of the capsule in the water? 

;6. Did the ,cnute disconnect? 
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37. Describe briefly the landing impact. Compare with any other 
common experience, if possible. 

38. Did any equipment break loose at impact? 

39. Could you anticipate the landing time and prepare for the 
landing shock? 

40. Could you estimate your horizontal speed at impact? 
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F. Post-Landing 

1. Comment on egress from the capsule. Any changes required? 

2. Comment on survival gear. Any changes required? 

3. Comment on one-man life ral"t. Any changes required? 

4. Comment on the period of time while you were waiting for re
covery vessels or aircraft. 

5. Comment on ECS cooling during the post- impact period .. 

6. Was there any leakage into the capsule from any source? 

7. Describe the voice communications with the ships and aircraft 
during the post-impact period. 

8. After landing could you tell the status of the following 
rescue aids: SOFAR bombs? Chaff? Beacons? Dye marker? 
Light? 

9. How rapidly did the battery voltages deplete after landing? 
How did the current vary? 

10. Could you detect the erection of the HF antenna? 

11. How did the inverters perform? 

12. Was steam noticeable at any time? 

1,3. Did you think the heat shield was still hanging below the 
capsule while floating? 

14. During egress was any cliff'iculty experienced removing the 
inst.;rum.ent panel or the el,cape hatch? Describe 0 

15. furing egress did you encounter any hot spots on the capsule? 

16. How much of the survival equipment was used? Was everything 
adequate? Was the voice l2onitor turned on? 

17. Was the explosive hatch detonated? If so, describe. 

18. Did you notice any deficiency in the status of training rela
tive to capsule egress? Was the capsule more or less stable 
hydrodynamically than the Egress 'l'rainer? 
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G. Recovery 

1. Were there any difficulties during the ship or helicopter 
pickup? Describe. . 

2. Were any recovery ships or search aircraft sighted while the 
capsule was still descending on the parachute? 

3. Was adequate information obtained. from the recovery helicopter 
or ship to allow you to decide to egress or not before capsule 
pickup? If not, what was lacking? 

4. If you did egress prior to capsule retrieval, did you receive 
. assistance from recovery forces and was it adequate? 

5. If you remained in the capsule until it had been retrieved by 
recovery forces, did you receive proper and adequate assis
tance from shipboard personnel during capsule egress? Do you 
have any recommendations in this area? 
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V. General Questions by Debriefing Team 

A. Aeromedical 

1. Were you asleep at any time? When? 

2. Were you confused at any time? When? 

3. Were you aware of any illusory phenomena? When? Describe 
fully. 

4. How well could you see from the capsule window? 

5. Did you test different kinds of vision? When? Describe. 

6. Did you experience visual difficulty at any time? When? 
Describe. 

1. Was there any blurring of vision during acceleration, maximum 
noise, or weightlessness? Describe. 

8. Was your peripheral vision affected by your face plate or by 
high g,levels? 

9. Did you notice any tearing? When? 

10. Was there any time during the flight when you had difficulty 
hearing? Describe. 

11. Did you experience any ear pain? 

12. Did you have to make "say again" requests? Why? 

13. Did you have to adjust UHF' volume? When? 

14. Did you note tinnitus at any time? When? 

15. Did you no'te vertigo at any time? When? 

16. Were you able to feel capsule motions during weightlessness? 
How? 

11. Did you note the presence of a nasal discharge at any time? 
Describe. 
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18. Did you experience dryness of the nose and throat? When? 

19. Did you have any sinus pain? I:escribe. 

20. Did you have any problem with oropharyngeal secretions? 

21. Did you try to eat or drink? Has swallowing any problem? How? 

22. Were you obliged to cou.gh after or during swallowing? Why? 

23. Were you thirsty at any time? When? 

24. Was your mouth dry? When? 

25. Were you conscious of any specific odors? What? When? 

26. Were you conscious of sweating? .Where? When? 

27 • Did MY unusual cutaneous sensations occur? tescribe. 

28. Did you feel warm or hot? Where? When? 

29. Were Y<l>U short of breath at any time? When? 

30. Was there any orthopnea? Tachypnea? 

31. Did you have any chest discomfort? When? Where? 

32. Was thoracic excursion limited during acceleration? Any 
other time? 

33. Did you cough post~acceleration? Were you aware of palpi
tation? When? 

34. Were you awa.re of your pulse? How? 

35. Were you hungry? When? 

36. Did you experience abdominal discomfort? When? Where? 

31. Did you experience an urge to defecate? When? 

38. Did you. experience an urge to urinate? When? 

39. Did you. attempt "to urinate? tescribe. 
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40. Was the urinal sa.tisfa.ctory? 

41. Did you experience any difficulty with pressure pOints on: 
Hands and feet? Wrists arid ankles? Elbows? Shoulders? 
Other? 

42. Were there any unexpected flight events which caused fear or 
other physiologic response? Describe. 

43. Was comfort maintained in the suit and cabin? If not, explain. 

44. What were your impressions of the acoustic environment dliring 
the flight? 

45. In your opinion, does zero g feel much like being submerged 
in water? 

46. Were you asked too many aeromedical questions during the flight? 
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B. Evaluation of Capsule Systems Operations 

1. Comment on your suit. Do you suggest any changes? 

2. Comment -on your parachute harness. Changes? 

3. Comment on your couch. Changes? 

4. Comment on your restraint harness. Changes? 

5. With regard to the ECS, could you hear the fans? Was there 
any apparent change in fan operation? If so, when? Was there 
any noticeable overpressure in your suit at any time? If so, 
was this bothersome? Was there any noticeable negative pres
sure in your suit at any time? How severe? Did you take any 
measures to correct this? Could you hear the demand regulator? 
When? Could you hear oxygen flow through the helmet exhaust 
hose? Was this annoying? Did it interfere with communication 
or your ability to concentrate? Did you use emergency oxygen? 
Hhen? What difference did this seem to make? 

6. Comment on the biosensors. Were you aware of any of the bio
sensors? Why? 

7. Were you aware of the cannon-plug on your right thigh? Why? 

8. Do you have any suggestions for biosensor modification or change? 

9. Did you notice whether the clock stopped at any time during 
the flight? 

10. Was it necessary to use retroheat at any time during the flight? 
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11. Do you have any comments on the overall operation of the 
rocket and pyrotechnic systems? 

12. Did the roll, pitch, and yaw rate and position indicators 
function properly (no gyro tumbling, attitude hands on 
stops, etc.)? 

13. Were there any deviations from programed automatic control 
modes during the mission? 

14. Describe the capsule response to the manual control system 
operation, automatic control system operation, and fly-by-wire 
control system operation during the mission. 

15. Was there any indication of thrusters leaking on automatic 
control system? Did tailoff seem excessive? 

16. Was there evidence of thrusters failing to start? Any 
delayed starts? 

17. In general, do you have any comments pertaining to the 
reaction control system? 

18. Was adequate temperature control maintained in suit and 
cabin throughout the mission? 

19. Was the temperature control variation adequate? 

20. Did you notice any leakage in coolant tank or circuit? 

21. Was the rate of oxygen consumption high or low? 

22. Did the ECS signal lights operate properly? 

23. Did the ECS supply quantity indicators operate satisfactorily? 

24. Was the manual periscope extension retraction lever operation 
adequate? (If used.) 

25. Was the periscope reticle light adequate? 

26. Was the periscope filter usable? 

27. Did the retract-extend motor overheat? 
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28. Comment on radio reception as to continuity, clarity, 
(indicate excellent, good" fair, poor, unintelligible) 
for those radios used (UHF main, UHF backup, HF orbital, 
command voice receiver). 

29. What was the relative nOi~38' level in audio? 

30. Is a 400-cycle or an 800-cycle tone prevalent? 

31. Is HF fading present. or prevalent? 

32. Comment on any dIfference in quality between HF, UHF, and 
command system out.puts. 

33. Did the volume controls ,.".ork properly? Any dead spots? What 
were the relative positions for intelligible signals? Any 
difference in answers to the foregoing between boost, weight
lessness>, a.Yld iies,cent phases? 

34. Was RF interference noticeable? Cross-talks? 

35. Were there My d.ifferenc:es in instrument readibility from 
the stati.c s:i.tuations du.ring powered flight, weightless 
flight, and dLlri.ng reentry? 

36. Could you read the ind.icators easily at all times? Imy glare? 

37. D:i.d you encounter any lmex~ected problem relative to reaching 
any of the controls? 

38. Did. you encounter any i.nstrument mal.functions? If so, describe . 

. 39. Did any of th.e eje(:::'~ed items collide with the capsule? 

40. Did noise 8nd vibration interfere or aid in the execution of 
your control tasks or cO!l1'llunication tasks? Explain. 

41. Did sound cues offer a.ny cor...firmation of sequence operations? 
If so, c:om.rrLent 0 

42. Were ther~ any peculia.rities i.n hand-controller characteristics? 
If so, de ,scribe 0 

43. Were you eV'er uncertain of the capsule attitude relative to 
the ea.rth'? 
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44. Did you at any time think the capsule was tumbling when in 
fact it was not? 

~5. Was the ca.bin display a.dequate throughout the flight? 

46. Were any tuse switches changed to the alternate switch 
position during the flight? If' so, which ones and at what 
time during the flight? Did you note the ammeter reading 
at this time? 

47. What was the maximum current noted and the min:lmwn main 
bus voltage noted? At what time in the flight did these occur? 

48. Did you observe any structural deformations' or hear any noises 
that could have been caused by structural def'ormation ot: 
Snall pressure bulkhead and egress hatch? Oil-canning of 
cabin skin? Panting of' entrance hatch? Working of' window 
panes? Instrument panel and cabin equipment? If so, were 
these noises oscillatory or on-of'f'? What frequency ahd when 
did they occur? 

49. Is there much diff'erence in the apparent color of' the land areas, 
water areas, or clouds as compared with their appearance from 
a high-flying conventional aircraft? 

50. Is there much difference in the color attenuations from an 
oblique view as compared to a vertical view of the earth? 

51. How do colors as seen with the eye compare to color photo
graphs such as those taken from MR-2? 

52. Is it possible to distinguish the Gulf stream and other ocean 
currents by its color? 

53. Does one get an impression of the relative heights of different 
clouds? 

54. Are the different types ot clouds distinct enough so that one 
might get an idea of cloud height from the cloud type? 

55. Is it possible to discern haze layers which might be, associated 
with the tropopause or o·ther stable layers of' the atmosphere? 

56. Did you use anyone display almost exclusively? If so, which 
one (window, periscope, rate-and-attitude indicator)? 
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51. Did you notice any reaction response ot the capsule to your 
arm. movements? 

58. Was the earth-path indicator useful (orbital missions only)? 
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C. Flight Operational Procedures 

1. Were voice procedures adequate? 

2. Was there' too much talk from the ground? 

,. Did you have enough information from the ground on traJector,r 
and impact prediction? On capsule telemetr,r measurements? On 
advice on Astronaut Procedures from the Capsule Communicator (s)? 
On recover,r infonnation and problems? On the weather? 

4. Was there too much standardized talk procedure to perform? 
Would you have preferred a more impromptu procedure for re
porting your flight impressions 'during the flight? 

5. Did the abort light ever come on? 

6. Would you have liked to be informed about how the booster and 
the ASIS was performing in real time? 

7. Would you prefer to abort the mission yo~self if required 
or are you satisfied with the system of "abort by ground 
comman'd" ? 

8. Were you able to assess properly the operations of all the 
capsule systems by reference to the onboard instrumentation? 

9. Would you like to know from the ground what the capsule attitude 
is? When the retrofire command was given? How many retro
rockets had fired? (i.e., ALL major capsule events). 

10. Were you adequatel.y briefed on all phases of the mission? 

11. Is the present debriefing adequate in your opinion? 
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D. Assessment of Prefligbr~ Training Program 

1. Were you sufficiently tra~ned for the mission? Explain. 

2. Has your flight experience pointed up any areas where you 
felt you had no training and needed it? 

3. How do you rate the relative worth of the A.I:FA Trainer, the 
Mercury Procedures Trainer, and the Centrifuge with regard to 
preparation for doing the actual manual control tasks in the 
capsule? Orbital task? Retrofire task? 

4. How would you compare the control characteristics of the actual 
capsule with the control characteristics of the various trainers? 
For example, maximum effectiveness, cross-coupling, lag in 
response, and tail-off? 

,. Which Mercury trainers could have been omitted without loss in 
your state of readiness in this flight? 

6. Do you have any suggestions relative to retiming of the training 
program? Fbr example, were you rusty in any particular control 
task? 

7. When were you the most anxious? Would extra training have 
helped? 

8. HOw did the noise and vibration experienced in the capsule 
compare with that experienced in the Centrifuge training program? 

9. Were any physiological effects experienced during the mission 
accelerations that were not experienced on the Centrifuge 
accelerations or vice versa? (Angular acceleration, etc.)? 

10. Was the acceleration produced during the retrofire task in the 
October Centrifuge program a help or a hindrance in preparing 
you for the actual retrofire task? 

li. What sound effects do you wish we had had on the Procedures 
Trainer? 

12. Was the periscope display in Procedures Trainer No. 1 valuable 
or not? 

13. In retrospect, was there proper balance between failure training . 
and normSJ. procedures training? 
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14. Was an area of training overlooked on the Procedures Trainer? 

15. Did you notice any difference in the operation of the rate-and
attitude indicator in the capsule as compared to that in the 
Procedures Trainer? 

16. In what particular way did the response of the H202 jets differ 

from the response of the controls of the ALFA Trainer? 

11. How did the overall angular response of the capsule compare 
with that of the ALFA Trainer? 

18. Of what value was the periscope display training on the ALFA 
Trainer in preparing you to fly the capsule using the actual 
periscope display? 

19. How realistic was the horizon display on the ALFA Trainer? 

20. Should we have had an ALFA Trainer at Cape Canaveral in order 
to keep you peaked-up just prior to the flight? 

21. Do you think you could have controlled the capsule satisfac
torily if you only had had training on fixed-base trainers such 
as the EEAC and the Procedures Trainer? (Orbital stabilization? 
Retrofire? Reentry?) 

22. Did your previous zero-g training in Project Mercury have any 
value in preparing you for this flight? 

23. How important was your training in the MASTIF Trainer relative 
to this flight? 

24. Do you feel you had sufficient training in the MASTIF Trainer? 

25. Should more or less emphasiS have been placed on environmental 
training? If so, in what w~? (Procedures Trainers training 
or Surgeon's Capsule training?) 

26. Should we have had an ALFA Trainer powered by the actual H202 
control systems? 

zr. Was the training you received on the transparent gimbal capsule 
of any value? If yes, why? 



28. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

35· 

36. 

38. 

?f.). 
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How close did the scenes from the periscope display trainer 
resemble those viewed on the flight in regard to form and color? 

If any maneuvers were made in two or three axes simultaneously, 
how did the attitude display compare to the display on: 
Procedures Trainer I, Procedures Trainer II, Centrifuge, Indi
cator Mock-up Capsule, ALFA Trainer? 

Were any Mercury trainers detrimental to your state of 
readiness? 

If in retrospect you could pick just one Mercury trainer to 
help you train, which one would you pick? If two, which two? 
If three, which three? 

Should the Procedures Trainers have been mounted on a centri
fuge? In your opinion, is this worth ten million dollars? 

Was the star field simulation on Procedures Trainer No. 1 useful 
in any way? What cabin lighting did you use and could you see 
.the stars at any. time during the flight? 

Should we have included a cloud cover on the ALFA Trainer or 
Ground Recognition Trainer visual displ~? 

Was the star display on the ALFA Trainer realistic or not? 

In your opinion, do the incorrect 19 cues that exist on the 
ALFA Trainer negate all positive training value of an ALFA
type Trainer? 

Was there any comparison between the noise of the ~02 jets and 
the noise of the air jets on th.e ALFA Trainer? Control jets? 
Retrorocket jets? 

On future manned space projects, how much (if any) ef'fort should 
be expended on trying to develop a "zero gil simulator? 

Do you feel there is any future for. submersion simulations for 
weightlessness training? 
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VI. SUmmary Questions 

1. Is this a safe operation·at the present time? Should more unmanned 
flights be made before aIry more manned flights are made? 

2. What capsule systems need improvement the most? In what way is 
improvement needed? Is the capsule ready for orbital missions? 

3. What flight control procedures should be improved and in what way? 

4. In retrospect, would you have liked to train axry more than you did 
on any particular trainer or in any particular systems study area? 
If so, which ones? 

5. HOw do you feel about your ability to perform during longer periods 
of weightlessness? Are we ready for 4 1/2 hours of zero g? 

. 6. What was the most difficult part of the miSSion? 

7. What is your a.dvice to the Astronaut who will fly the next 
Mercury capsule? 

8. Is there anything further you wish to say? 



GENERAL (AERCMEDICAL) QUESTIONS 

1. Were you asleep at any time? Answer: No. 

2. Were you confused at any time? Answer: Yes - at the short 
interval of time between peak reentry g and altimeter indication. 

:3. Were you aware of any illusory phenomena? Answer: No. 

4. How well could you see from the capsule window? Answer: Vision 
was limited through the portholes of Capsule 7, it will be improved 
in later flights. (Capsule 7 had two small ports at some distance 
from the pilot's head). 

5. Did you test different kinds of vision? Answer: Not directly, 
however, color vision, near vision, and distant vision were 
unimpaired. 

6. Did you experience visual difficulty at any time? See pilot's 
report. 

7. Was there any blurring of vision during acceleration, maximum 
noise, or weightlessness? See pilot's report. 

8. Was your peripheral vision affected by your face plate or by high g 
levels? Answer: Visor brim and margin of face piece does affect 
peripheral vision somewhat. 'rhere was no apparent narrowing of 
peripheral vision during high g. 

9. Did you notice any tearing? lillswer: No. 

10. Was there any time during the flight when you had difficulty 
hearing? Answer: No. 

11. Did you experience any ear pa:ln? Answer: No. 

12. Did you have to make "say aga:ln" requests? Answer: No. 

1;. Did you have to adjust UHF volume? Answer: Noo 

14. Did you note tinnitus at any -t;ime? Answer: No. 

15. Did you note vertigo at any time? Answer: No. 

16. Were you able to feel capsule moti.ons during weightlessness? 
Answer: Capsule motions were felt and obs,erved through periscope 
simultaneously. 

Enclosure 2 
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11. Did you note the presence of a nasal discharge at any time? 
Answer: No. 

18. Did you experience dryness of the nose and throat? Answer: No. 

19. Did you have any sinus pain? Answer: No. 

20. Did you have any problem with oropharyngeal secretions? 
Answer: No. 

21. Did you try to eat or drink? Answer: No. 
problem? .Answer: No. 

Was swallowing any 

22. Were you obliged to cough after or during swallowing? .Answer:, Not 
noticed. 

23. Were you thirsty at any time? .Answer: No. 

24. Was your mouth dry? Answer: No. 

25. Were you conscious of any specific odors? Answer: The odor of 
urine was present for a time after voiding in the suit prior to 
launch. 

26. Were you conscious of sweating? .Answer: Aboard the helicopter 
prior to climbing out of the suit after recovery and aboard ship, 
sweating became profuse since I had not opened the suit. 

27. Did any unusual cutaneous sensations occur? .Answer: No. 

28. Did you feel warm or hot? Answer: Comfortable except for staying 
in the intact suit too long after leaving the capsule. 

29. Were you short of breath at any time? Answer: No. 

30. Was there any orthopnea? Or tachypnea? Answer: No. 

31. Did you have any chest discomfort? Answer: No. 

32. Was thoracic excursion limited during acceleration? Answer: 
straining during acceleration causes limitation of thoracic 
excursion, however, this is voluntary. 

33. Did you cough post~acceleration? Answer: No. Were you aware of 
palpitation? Answer: Palpitation was present prior to lift-off, 
however, it was easily controlled by paying attention to the cock
pit activity and therefore was no problem. 
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34. Were you aware of your pulse? Answer: No. 

35. \-Jere you hungry? Anmfer: :No. 

36· Did you experience abdominal discomfort? Answer: No. 

37 • Did you experience an urge to defecate? Answer: No. 

38. Did you experience an urge to urinate? Answer: Yes, prior to 
lift-off. 

39. Did you attempt to urinate? Ansvlcr: Yes, urinated in suit 
approximately one and one half hours prior to lift-off. 

40. Was the urinal satisfactory? Answer: No urinal was carried 
on this flight. 

41. Did you experience any difficulty "7ith pressure pOints on hands, 
feet, Wrists, ankles, elbows, shoulders, or other body areas? 
Answer: No specific difficulty was encountered with the suit 
or pressure points. 

42. Were there any unexpected flight events which caused fear or 
other response? Answer: No. 

4;., Was comfort maintained in the suit and cabin? Answer: Yes, 
except for urine in suit. 

44. What were your impressions of the acoustic environment during 
the flight? Answer: Noise was not a problem. 

45. In your opinion, does zero g feel much like being submerged in 
water? Answer: Zero g was barely noticeable while restrained 
in couch. 

46. Were you asked too many aeromedical questions during the flight? 
Answer: No aeromedical questions were asked during this flight. 
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SECTION A 

CARRIER DEBRIEFING 

IMMEDIATELY AFrER FLIGHT 

MAY 5, 1961 

1. The following is a transcription of a tape recording made by 
Astronaut Shepard aboard the aircraft carrier approximately one to 
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two hours after flight. This tape recording constitutes an essential 
part of the planned debriefing of Shepard and covers the time period 
fram his entrance into the capsule to his arrival aboard the aircraft 
carrier. The period of the flight between retrojettison and main chute 
deployment was not described aboard the carrier. A description of this 
part of the flight was made on the day after the flight and is included 
herein. 

2. "This is the first flight debriefing, and before I go -into the 
formal debriefing kit, I would like to say, as a general comment, that 
I quite frankly did a whole lot better than I thought I was going to 
be able to do. I was able to maintain control of the capsule fairly 
well throughout all of the manual maneuvers I made. I was able to 
follow the sequences fairly well throughout the entire flight, and, 
as a general comment, I felt that even though I did not aC9pmpltsh 
every single 'detail that we had planned for the flight, rO'still did 
much better than I had originally thought I would. 

,. "With that general comment as a start, I'll go into the first 
question of the debriefing kit which says 'What. 'WOuld you like to say 
first?' and I've just said it. 

4. Question. No. 2 'Starting from your insertion into the capsule 
and ending with your arrival aboard the recovery ship, tell us about 
the entire miSSion. ' 

"Starting with foot over the sill back at Pad 5, I make these 
remarks. The preparations of the capsule and its interior were indeed 
excellent. ~itch positions were completely in keeping with the gantry 
check lists. The gantry crew had prepared the suit circuit purge 
properly. Everything was ready to go when I arrived, so as will be 
noted elsewhere, there was no time lost in the insertion. Insertion 
was started as before. My new boots were so slippery on the bottom ° 

that my right foot slipped off the right elbow of the couch support 
and on down into the torso section causing some superficial damage to 
the sponge rubber insert - nothing of any great consequence, however. 

Enclosure 4 
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From this point on, insertion proceeded as we had practiced. I was 
able to get my right leg up over the couch support and part way across 
prior to actu~ getting the upper torso in. The left leg went in 
with very little difficulty. With the new plastic guard I hit no 
switches that I noticed. I think I had a little trouble gett~g my 
left arm in, ana I'm not quite sure why. I think it's ma.1nly because 
I tried to wait too long before putting my left arm in. Qltside of 
that, getting into the capsule and the couch went just about on 
schedule, and we picked up the count for the hooking up of the face 
plate seal, for the hooking up of the biomed. connector, communications, 
and placing of the lip mike. Everything went normally. 

5. liThe suit purge went longer than usual because of the -requirement of 
telemetry to change the potentiometers on the-EKG cards; so, as-a result, 
I got a fairly good long suit purge and a comfortable one. The tempera.
ture was certainly comfortable during suit purge. Joel seemed to have 
no trouble with the straps as he was strapping me in. Everything seemed 
to go as scheduled. I think we would have saved a little time at this 
point, since we were alreaqy in a very long suit purge, if Joe had 
tightened the straps up immediately rather than going out and coming 
back in again. HDwever, at this point, he may have been getting a 
little bit tired, so it was probably just as well that the sequence 
went as we planned it according to the SEDR. As a result of this 
very long purge, I was surprised that the suit circuit oxygen partial 
pressure was only 95 per cent. 

6. "The oxygen partial pressure in the suit circuit apparently is 
not necessarily a function of the length of the purge. If it is, 
then there is a leveling off point so that 95 per cent seems to be 
a fairly good endpOint for the present system that we are using. 
After suit purge, of course, the gross suit-pressure check showed 
no gross leaks; the suit circuit was determined to be intact, and 
we proceeded with the final inspection of the capsule interior and 
the safety pins. I must admit that it was indeed a moving -moment 
to have the individuals with whom I've been working so closely shake 
my hand and wish me bon voyage at this time. 

7. "The point at which the hatch itself was actually put on seemed 
to cause no concern, but it seemed to me that my metabolic rate in
creased slightly here. Of course, I didn't know the quantitative 
analysiS, but it appeared as though my heartbeat quickened just a. 
little bit as the hatch went on. I noticed that this heartbeat or 
pulse rate came back to normal again shortly thereafter with tQe 

lJoe Schmidt, NASA Suit Technician. 



execution of normal sequences. The installation of the hatch, the 
cabin purge, all procE:eded very well, I thou.ght. As a matter of 
fact, there were very few points in the capsule count that caused 
me any concern. 

8. "As will be noted by members of the medical team, it became 
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apparent that we were going to hold f'irst for lack of camera coverage 
as a result of clouds. At this point, I decided that I better relieve 
my bladder, which I did, and felt much more comfortable. It caused 
some consternation. My suit inlet temperature changed, and it may 
possibly have affected the left lower chest sensor. We can check 
back to see if the moment at which the bladder was relieved actually 
coincided with a loss or deterioration of good EKG signal from that 
pair. MY general comfort after this point seemed to be good. Freon 
flow was increased from 30 to 45, and although I suspect boQy tempera
ture may have increased slightly, I at no time really felt uncomfort
able. I, of course, shifted around continuously to try to get proper 
Circulation, particularly in the lower limbs, and found that normal 
upper torso and arm movements and following sequence items were such 
that proper circulation was provided. The couch fit was fine. The 
helmet fit and sponge ffilpport was fine for the static condition. I'll 
describe other deviations later. 

9. "The parachute is definitely in the way of a yaw movement. When 
you make an attempt to yaw left, the wrist seal bearing on the right 
wrist bumps into the parachute, not to the point where it makes less 
yaw possible, but it certainly does interfere with it. It also, of 
course, interferes with the voice-operated relay sensitivity control 
and voice-operated relay shutoff switch which I did reach later in 
the flight using the 'window pole'. So then we had several holds 
during the count, bu't my general comfort was maintained, and I found 
as we did finally proceed down to the last part of the count that my 
pulse rate did appreciably increase 0 

10. "I felt no apprehension at any time, but I did find that if I 
thought that some people were a little slow in reporting that their 
panel was in GO condition, I started to get a little bit flustered. 
I think that I was anxious2to go at this point after having been in 
the capsule for some time. The transition from freon flow to suit 
and capsule water flow was made smoothly even though we were very 
late in the count at thn.t time, . 

2 About 4 hours by now. 
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11. liThe transfer from MOPIS circuitry to RF was made smoothly. I 
was able to transmit and get an RF check with the Control Center and 
with the chase planes as well as with the blockhouse in plenty of'time 
prior to T minus one minute, whe~, of course, attention did naturally 
shift to the umbilical and the periscope. 

12. "Backtracking here slightly, I see that I have slipped by gantry 
removal at -55 which, as far as I was concerned, posed no ,problem to 
me. I was well tied in by that ttme, and at -45 the pane~ check posed 
no problem. I had no difficulty at any ttme with the CTC on any of the 
check-off items -- I think primarily due to his foresightedness in read
ing off check-off lists when he had the opportunity, rather than follow
ing the launch count document to the second. Escape tower arming at 
-22 was no problem -- all you had to do was throw a switch, and, as we 
all know, the escape tower did not fire. The T-15 panel check was 
satisfactory, the -5 status check was satisfactory, and I would say 
that the countdown right up to the point of umbilical pull' indeed was 
satisfactory. This ties me back in where I was before, to the periscope. 

13. "I noticed the umbilical go out and I saw the head of the boom 
start to drop away as the periscope retracted electrically. This fact 
was reported as well as main bus voltage and current over RF prior to 
lift-off. I had the feeling somehow that maybe I would've liked a 
little more over RF with respect to the booster countdown steps. I 
reme~ber hearing firing command, but it may very well be that although 
Deke was giving me other sequences over RF prior to main stage and 
lift-off, I did not hear them. I may have been just a little bit too 
excited. I do remember being fairly calm at this point and getting my 
hand up to start the watch when I received the lift-off from the Control 
Center on RF. The time-zero relays closed properly, the onboard clock 
started properly, and I must say 'the lift-off was a whole lot smoother 
than I expected. I really expected to have to use full volume control 
on UHF and HF to be able to receive. I did not have to -- I think I 
was legible to Tel 3) because all of my transmiSSions over UHF were 
immediately acknowledged without any repeats being requested. 

14. "Again, insofar as the miSSion itself is concerned, lift-off was 
very smooth. I noticed no vibrations of any consequence at all during 
the period of about the first 30-45 seconds (I would say as a guess). 

3Capsule Test Conductor 
4 Capsule Communicator in Mercury Control Center. 

5Mercury Control Center. 
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I got an extra transmission in primarily to insure myself of a good 
voice link and also to let the people on the ground know that I was 
in good shape. The 3D-second scheduled transmission went according 
to schedule, right on time. I did start that a little bit early, I 
remember, as I wanted to again let the people know that I was in good 
shape. It seemed to me then that somevThere about 45 seconds to a 
minute after lift-off, I started noticing an increase in vibrations 
at the couch. It was a gradual increase; there was not any concern. 
As a matter of fact I'd really been looking for an increase in sound 
levels and roughness just after one minute because, of course, going 
transonic, and because of the max q point, so I wasn't too upset by 
t~is. I think maybe if we look back at film (the pilot coverage film) 
we'll be able to see my helmet bouncing around vibrating •. Actually 
there was vibration there to the degree where·it distorted some of 
the reading of the instruments. I made the voice report at one minute 
on schedule and from there on up to max q noticed the increase in 
sound level and increase in vibration. 

15. "The cabin pressure, as we know, sealed properly at 5.5. It 
seemed to slow down a little bit at 6. As a matter of fact, I almost 
reported it as being sealed at 6, but it gradually came down to 5.5. 
A qUick glance at the suit circuit absolute-pressure gauge confirmed 
this. After this, things really started to smooth out. The booster 
noises seemed to fade away, and booster vibrations got a lot smoother. 
As a matter of fact, I mentioned that over RF, so we'll have that on 
the record. There was a very definite transition in vibration, not 
a sharp one, but a gradual one, nonetheless noticeable. The report 
at 1 minute and 30 seconds was made on schedule. We, of course, in
cluded the main-bus and isolated-battery voltage at that time. I 
found that my scan pattern was not as good as it might have been, and 
I don't remember looking at the electrical panel as much as I probably 
should have, paying more attention, of course, to the oxygen panel and 
the fuel panel. 

16. "At 2 minutes, normal periodic transmission was made, and, of 
course, I gave all systems 'GO' at that point. I remember feeling 
particularly happy at that point because the flight was proceeding 
very smoothly here, the capsule was working very nicely as far as I 
could tell. I also called out an additional acceleration of, I 
think 5-1/2 g here. 

17. "Cut-off as far as I could tell on the clock came exactly on 
schedule, right around 142 seconds, 2 minutes and 22 seconds on 
the count. The tower jettisoned. Immediately I noticed the noise 
in tower jettisoning. I didn't notice any smolte coming by the port
hole as I expected I might in my peripheral vision. I think maybe I 
was riveted on that good old 'tower jettison' green light which looked 
so good in the capsule. I threw the 'retrojettison' switch to disarm 
at this point as I noted over RF, and 'capsule separation' came on 
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green right on schedule at 2 minutes and 32 seconds. Aux damping 
at this pOint, I thought, was satisfactory. I don't remember re-
porting it specifical1y because I reported the periscope coming out, 
and I think at this point I vTaG go~ng to report it, but the turnaround 
maneuver actually started on ASCS. I remember reporting the turn
around maneuver, and at that point, at about 3 minutes, I went through 
hand control motions7, as was noted, and I started switching to the 
manual control system. I switched of course to pitch first, pitched to 
retroattitude, and back to orldt attitude. The ASCS controlled in yaw 
and roll as I was doing this. I then switched next to manual yaw, and 
ASCS roll still continued to function. I switched then finally to manual 
roll. I was in the full manual system and found that controlling the 
capsule was ,just about the same as it had been on the trainers. 

18. "I did not pick up any noticeable noise of the jets. I think if 
I'd had time I might have been able to decrease.the volume control of 
the voice radio circuits and picked it up but at this point I didn't 
have time to investigate it. I remember thinking that I did not hear 
the noise of the manual jets firing at this time. 

19. "I controlled fairly close to orbit attitude on manual and then 
switched to the scope, and the picture in the scope certainly was a 
remarkable picture. Unfortunately, I had a filter in the scope to cut 
the sunlight down on the pad, and I did not feel that I had the time to 
reach it and'change it on the pad. It was difficult for me to reach 
the filter-intensity knob with the suit on without bumping the abort 
handle with the wrist seal bearing of the left arm, so as a result I 
remember saying, 'Well, I'll leave the periscope filter in this pOSition 
and try to remember to change it later on even though it may get me in 
trouble.' Of course, actually , it did, because I had in the medium 
gray filter vTh:ich very effectively obliterated most of the colors. 
Clarifying that last remark, there is no question about being able to 
distinguish between cloud masses and hmd_ masses. This is very easy 
to do even with a f!,ray filter, and I was able to distinguish the low 
pressure area as described8 in the southeastern part of the United 
States. As I think I mentioned over RF, Cape Hatteras was obliterated 
by cloud cover. The cloud cover of 3 to h tE~nths, low scattered on the 
east coast of F'lorida, l-ras most apparent. The west coast of F'lorida 
and the Gulf were clear. I could see Lake Okeechobee. As I described, 
I could see the shoals in the vicinity of Bimini. I could see Andros 
Island. The Ba.hama Islands, Grand Baha.ma Island itself, and Abaco 

6Automatic Stabil:i.zation and Control SYGtem. 

7A psychomotor test of' positioning the hand controller at prede
termined positions. 

8In preflight weather briefing. 
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were confusing because there W&ij e~ud cover there, just enough to 
confuse my view. I think if I h&4 a little bit more time with a peri
scope here, though, I would have peen able to definitely distinguish 
these islands, but the cloud cover was confusing to me at that point. 
I noticed also that I apparently had in a slow pitch rate because I 
noticed that I wasn't controlling the manual pitch too much at this 
pOint. I think I was paying too much attention looking out at the 
awe-inspiring sight in the periscope. 

20. "The countdown to retrosequence helped me. It helped me come 
back to the next sequence which was to occur. The next sequence of 
course was retro. The onboard timer started retroessentially on 
schedule; the retrosequence and retroattitude lights came green, as 
expected. I went manually to retroattitude, and I wasn't quite as 
happy with the pitch control here as I was with yaw and roll. SOme
how I got a little bit behind with my pitch control, and I got down 
fairly close to 20 to 25 degrees rather than staying up around the 
34 degrees. Of course, as we all know, the index of this particular 
capsule is at 45 degrees, but I don't think this added to the con-

"fusion; however, I think the confusion was my own here. Okay, with 
respect to retrofiring -- there is no question about it, when those 
retros go, your transition from zero g of weightlessness to essentially 
5g is noticeable. You notice the noise of the retros and you notice 
the-torque9 bf the retros. I think I did a fairly good job of con
trolling the retros outside of the pitch deviation which I mentioned, 
and I thought that I was able certainly to control them within reasonable 
tolerance. 

21. "At the end of retros, the plan was to go to fly-by-wire, which I 
did. I switched to fly-by~wlre, pulled manual, and then, at this point, 
the plan was to go to yaw and then roll fly=by~wire, but I noticed I 
was a little lower in pitch than I wanted to be at the end of retrofLe 
itself, so I started back on the pitch ~- then, at this point, it was 
either a yaw or a roll maneu.ver that I made, I'm not sure which one. 
I think it's probably yaw because that is the one I was supposed to make 
first -- a fly- by-wire yaw mane;uver ~- and, about the time the retros 
were to have jettisoned, I heard the noise and saw a little bit of the 
debris. I saw one of the retropack rer5ining straps. I checked and 
there was no light at that time 0 ~ke' called up and said he confirmed 
retrojettison, and about this time I hit the manua.l override and the 
light came on. This, as I recall, is the only item sequence-wise in the 
capsule that did not perform properly. I did not do the specific roll 

9Misalinement Torques. 
10 Astronaut ]):)nald K. (Deke) Slayton, Capsule Communicator in the 

Mercury Control Center. 
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20 degrees and back as we had plrumed, peca1.1.se it took a lit1;le extra 
time to verify that retropack Jettison had o~curred. 

22."1 went on down to reentry attitude on fly-by-wire, and I think 
I made the general comment already that as far as I am concerned" the 
trainers -- all-the trainers that we have -- the procedures trainer 
as well as the ALFA trainer, are all pretty close to the actual case. 
I say this now, because on these I have a tendency to be able to con
trol these trainers on the manual system better than I can with the fly
by-wire system. And I think it's just a matter, really, of not using 
fly-by-wire very much. B,y that I mean that normally we're controlling 
retros manually and normally controlling reentry manually, and when you 
switch to fly-by-wire as we had been doing here, the first tendency is 
to over-control in rate -- at least for me -- -because the microswitch 
distances for the high and low thrust jets are very small, and we've 
had trouble on this. With these microswitches, particularly capsule 
seven, you get high torque right away, whether you want it- or not, and 
so I noticed the same thing on the capsule. The first thing I do is 
over-control and get a higher rate than I thought I should have gotten. 

23. "On fly-by-wire I went to reentry attitude, switched to ASCS 
which stabilized at about -40 degrees, then at this pOint, the peri
scope came in on schedule, and I remember reporting 'periscope in.' 
Then I got involved with looking out the windows for the stars and 
anything else that I could see. At this time in the flight, of courseil this window looks generally at the horizon, at the moon and the stars. 
There was nothing there at all -- I couldn't see anything in the way of 
stars or planets out in that area, and I did move my head around. I 
got a little confused because I thought I ought to get my head up to 
see the horizon out that window, but I never did get a horizon out that 
window at this point, and I think it was because of the attitude. We 
had figured out it was 15 degrees above the horizon as I recall, and I 
thought I ought to be able to see the horizon but I never did see it. 
Well, that, plUG the fact that I was looking for the stars that I 
couldn't see out of that window, actually got me behind in the flight -
this was the only point in the flight that I felt that I really wasn't 
on top of th1.ngs. What happened here was that .05g came quickly, as 1 
reported, and I started switching to manual control, and I thought l' had 
time to get on to manual control, but I didn't. The g-build-up started 
sooner than I figured it would. I don't know whether it was just that 

11 . 
The stars he was to look for. 
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I was late because of being late on the time, or whether we don't have 
the same time' difference between • <Y)g and g-build-up on our trainer 
that we actually had in flight -- we can check this later. What I'm 
talking about is the time period. between .05g and the g-build-up in 
reentry. As I can remember on the trainer, I would have time to go 
ahead and get on manual control and get set up before the g's built 
up, but I was surprised when the gts started building up as soon as 
they did. I wasn't reaqy for it, but I thought we were in good shape 
because we were still on the ASCS when the .05g relay latched in. As 
a result, the roll12 started on schedule • . • ." END OF RECORD. 

24. (There is a portion of Astronaut Shepard's report missing from 
the tape recording at this part of the flight. During a later de
briefing at GBI the next day, Shepard described this portion of ,the 
flight essentially as follows:) 

25. The acceleration pulse during reentry was about as expected and 
as was experienced on the Centrifuge during training, except that in 
flight the environment was smoother. During the early part of g-build
up, Shepard switched to manual-proportional control on all axes. He 
allowed the roll put in by the ASCS to continue. He cO'ntrolled the 
oscillations somewhat in pitch and yaw during g-build-up only. The 
oscillations during and after the g-pulse were mild and not uncomfort
able. He arrived at 40,000 feet sooner than he expected and at that 
time switched to ASCS in all axes in order to give full attention to 
observing drogue chute deployment. The drogue came out at the intended 
altitude and was clearly visible through the periscope. The capsule 
motions when on the drogue chute were not uncomfortable. The snorkel 
opened at 15,000 feet which Shepard thought was late. The main chute 
came out at the intended altitude. 

Astronaut Shepard's recording made on the carrier continues: 

26. "As to the chute, I was delighted to see it. I had pushed all 
hand controllers in so that I noticed that all the peroxide had dumped 
on schedule. At this point I shifted to the RIT position of the 
UHF-DF switch. The UHF-select was still norma.l, and I think at this 
point I reached over and flipped off the VOX relay switch '\-.hich was 
obviously, I realized after I had done it, a superfluous maneuver 
because the transmitters vTere ke;red anyyey • I was a little confused 
here, I guess. I felt that the c8.rrier :) was coming in and out for 
some reason, so I went over there an,a threw that VOX power switch off. 

12 Programed reentry roll rate of 10 to 12 degrees per second. 

l3The hum of the carrier frequency. 
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In any event, after going to the R/T position, s~rtly thereafter, 
I established contact with the Indian Ocean Shipl and gave them 
the report of the parachute being good, the rate-of-descent indicator 
being at about 35ft/sec and everything looked real good. The peroxide 
was dumped, the landing bag was' green, and, of course the 'Rescue Aids' 
switch was off ~t that point. They relayed back shortly after'that, 
as I recall. 

Z7. "CARDFILE 23, the relay airplane, came in first of' all with a 
direct shot and then with a relay, so that I was able to get the word 
to the Cape prior to other sources that I was indeed in good shape up 
to this pOint. The opening shock of the parachute was not uncomfort
able. MY colleagues will recognize it was a reassuring kick in the 
butt. I think I made the hand controller movements after the main 
chute. I can't vouch f'or it. The exact t:imes of this sequence I do 
not recall at this point but we can cross-check again. Altitude-wise, 
the drogue and main came out right on the money, as f'ar as indicated 
altitude was concerned. 

28. "I put the transmission through that I was okay prior to impact. 
I was able to look out and see the water, with the capsule swinging 
back and forth. It was not uncomfortable at all. As a matter of fact, 
I felt no uncomfortable phySiological sensations, really, at any point 
during the flight. Excited, yes, but nothing uncomfortable at all. 
Prior to :impact, I had removed my knee straps; I had released my face 
plate seal bottle and had removed the exhaust hose from the helmet. 
Back to the impact now -- the impact itself' was as expected. It was a 
jolt but not uncomfortable. The c~psule went over on its right-hand 
sig.e, down pretty close to the water, and, of course stayed at about 
60 off the vertical. I reached down and fli.pped the 'Rescue Aids I 

switch, at this time to jettison the reserve chute and to eject the HF 
antenna although I did. leave my tra.n.smit switch in the UHF position. 
At this point, I could look out the lef't window and tell the dye marker 
package was working properly. The rIght window wa.s still under water. 
I began looking around for any ind.icatiol1 of wa.ter inside but did not 
find any. I had broken my helmet at the neck ring seal at this point, 
and I did no transm1 tting here. I left the switch on R/T because I 
didn't want any disch~rge from ·the UHF antenna. 

29. liThe capsule righted itself slowly to a near vertical position, 
though I thought to myself lIt is taking an awfully long t:ime to get 
up there, ' but it did get up there, and about the time it did get up 

l4This ship was being exercised for the aR· 3 mission and had 
been positioned in the landing area. 
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there, I started to relax a little bit and started to read off my 
instruments. I had made a report to CARDFILE 23 after impact over 
UHF that I was indeed all right, and it was relayed back to the Cape. 
Then, getting back to the point where the capsule was close to the 
vertical, I was going to get a read-off of the instruments at this 
time prior to shutting down the power. I got the main bus voltage 
and current, and I got a call from the helicopter and thought that 
communicating with him was much more important. So I did. I communi
cated with him and established contact with the chopper. I am not 
sure he heard me at first, but I was able to get through to him that 
I would be coming out as soon as he lifted the door clear of the water. 
In the meantime, I experienced very little difficluty in getting the 
cable from the door around the manual controller handle and tightened 
up so that when I called the helo and told him I was ready to come out 
and he verified that he was pulling me up and I told him I was powering 
down and disconnecting communications. 11fle door was ready to go off. 
I disconnected the biomedical packs. I undid my lap belt,' disconnected 
the communications lead, and opened the door and very easily worked my 
way up into a sitting position on the door sill. Just prior to doing 
this, I took my helmet off and laid it over in the position in the'-
as a matter of fact, I put it over the hand controller. 

30. "The helo was right there. I waited before grabbing the 'horse-
collar' for a few minutes because I hadn't seen it hit the water. They 
dropped it down in the water and pulled it back up again, and I grabbed 
it and got into it with very little difficulty, and shortly thereafter, 
was lifted right directly from a sitting position out of the capsule up 
toward the chopper. The only thing that gave me any problem at all, and 
it was only a minor one, was that I banged into the HF antenna but,of 
course, it is so flexible that it didn't give me any trouble. I got 
into the chopper with no difficulty at all, and I must admit was de
lighted to get there. Of course, the pickup of the capsule went very 
nicely. The sea cond.iti,ons were such that they were able to get it up 
right away, and the next thing I knew we were making a pass on the flat 
top. My sensations at this time were very easy to describe and very 
easy to notice. It was a thrill, and a humble feeling, an exultant 
feeling, that everything had gone so well during the flight. 

31. "I have not used the scriptl5 here} so I will go over it now to 
be sure that I have covered most of these items. Item 3 - the most 
outstanding impreSSion of the flight in special sensory areas. I think 

15The debriefing form. 
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it is really very difficult to describe any one thing as being more 
outstanding than the other. It was all fascinating, and interesting, 
and challenging, and everything, all wrapped up into one. But I 
don't really remember noticing the weightless condition until I noticed 
a washer flying by. 'Hell,' I thought, 'you are supposed to be making 
some comment on being weightless.' So I did think about it a little 
bit. Of course, as we had known before, in the backseat of the F-1OO's, 
it is a real comfortable feeling. Peing strapped in like. that, there 
is no tendency to be thrown around at all and no uncomfortable sen
sations. I guess the most outstanding impression that I had was the 
fact that I was able to do as well as I did. A very good flight. 

32. "Major surprises? No major surprises. Some minor ones which I have 
described. I expected to be able to see the ·stars and planets,. which I 
did not do. I think I could have found them with a little more time to 
look. The fact that I did not hear the jets firing -- although I do re
member now hearing the control jets working just after reentry, after I 
went back to ASCS. I remember hearing some of the high-thrust jets going 
at this time. In reference to the sky and stars, I have described the 
stars which I did not see and which I tried to see. I described the 
landing in the water; I described check points; I remember mentioning 
over RF that I was able to see Okeechobee, also Andros and the Bimini 
Atoll which was (the latter) most apparent because of the difference 
in color between the shoals and the deep water. 

33. "I did not describe the perimeterl6 too well because of cloud 
cover around the perimeter. The predicted perimeter cloud cover was 
most accurate. The clouds were such that the ones that had any vertical 
formation were pretty far away, and I didn't really notice much differ
ence in critical cloud heights. I think had I been closer to them, I 
would have been able to notice this a little more. They were pretty 
far from the center of the scope where some distortion occurs. We 
talked about the horizon. Essentially, there was only the one haze 
layer between the cloud cover and the deep blue. 

34. "Weightlessness gave me no problem at all. The last question: 
'Describe any sound, smell, or sensory impressions associated with the 
flight experienced.' Sounds? of course, the booster sounds, the pyros 
tiring, the escape tower jettisoning and the retros firing. Of course 
all these sounds were new, althc'ugh none of them were really loud enough 
to be upsetting. They were definitely noticeable. The only unusual 
smell in the capsule was a gunpowaer smell after - it seems to me -
after main chute deploy. I think this ,.;as after the main antenna can 

l6The perimeter of the field of view through the periscope. 
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went off. I don't remember smelling it before, but I did get it af'ter 
main chute and, of course, I didn It get it until after I opened my face 
plate. It didn't appear to be disturbing to me, so I didn't close the 
face plate. No other sensory impressions that I noticed that lcan 
recall at this time that we did not have in training. The g-load, the 
onset and relie~ of g were familiar during reentry and powered'flight. 
They were not upsetting. They ",ere not unusual. 

35. "I am sorry that I did forget to work the hand controller under 
g-load during powered flight as we had discussed, but I thought that I 
was operating fairly well during powered flight. I think the fact 
that I forgot this is not too significant. Well, I think that's just 
about the size of it for now. We will continue this on a more quanti
tative basis later on. This is Shepard, off." 
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1. I We can't seem to find that part of the debriefing that comes be
tween retrojettison and main chute that you recorded on the carrier. 
Is this available? 

A Well, I don't think so. I think what happened was this; we had to 
break to answer a phone call. I think you might be a little upset abou1i 
it but since the phone call was from no less than the President, we 
thought you might allow us to break to go for a little chat. 

2. I I think we've got the end of the retroseQuence. I think we heard 
you say something about seeing straps. 

A All right; at the end of retrofire, the plan was to go to fly-by
wire, which I did. I switched to fly-by-wire, pulled the manual handle, 
and then the plan was to first make a yaw maneuver and then roll on 
fly-by-wire. I noticed at this point that I was a little lower on 
pitch than I ought to be after the end of retrofire itself, so I 
started back up on pitch. ~1en, at this point, it was either a yaw 
or a roll maneuver that I made. I'm not sure which one it was. I 
think it was probably a yaw maneuver, came back, and about the time 
that retros were to have jettisoned, I heard a noise, and saw a little 
bit of debris. I saw one of the retropack restraining straps. I 
checked and there was no sequence light at that time. Deke called up 
and said he confirmed retrojettison ~Dd, about this time, I hit manual 
override and. the light came on. This, as I recall, 'liaS the only item} 
sequence wise, in the capsule that did not perform properly. I did 
not do the roll, the specific roll of 200 and back, as we had planned 
because it took a little extra tim8 verifying the fact that retros had 
jettisoned, and I went on dmm. to reentry attitude on the fly-bY-i-rire 
and I think I made the general co~nent already that, as far as I'm 
concerned, the trainers - all the trainers that we have - the Proced
ures Trainer as well as the ALFA Trainer, are all pretty close to the 
actual case. I say this nmT, because on these I have a tendency my
self to be able to control using the rr~nual system better than I can 
the fly-by-wire system. I think it :i.s just a matter really of not 
using the fly-by-wire very much. By that, I mean that normally, we're 
controlling the retros manually and the reentry manually and when you're 
switching to fly-by-wire as we have been doing here, just to effect a 
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few maneuvers, the first tendency is to over-control in rate. At 
least, for me, because the microswitch distances for the high and low 
thrust jets are very small and we've had trouble on this. These micro
switches, particularly on Capsule No.7, give you a high torque right 
away, whether you want it or not. And, so I noted the same thing in 
the capsule; the first thing I do is to over-control and get a higher 
rate than I wanted. OK! Fly-by-wire went to reentry attitude, switched 
to ASCS which stabilized at about 400 • Then at this point, the peri
scope came in on schedule s.nd I remembered reporting "periscope in. II 
Then, I got involved with looking out the window at the stars and 
anything I could see. Of' course this window looks generally at the 
horizon and at the time of the fli~lt this occurred, I couldn't see 
any stars - nothing there at all. I couldn't see anything in the way 
of planets and stars out in that a.rea. I did move roy head up to see 
the horizon out that window, but I never did get a horizon out that 
window at this point, and I think it was because of the attitude; you 
had figured out it was 150 above the horizon as I recall. 

3. I Yes, I think thatls right. 

A I thought, ''Well, I o~t to be able to see the horizon," and I 
never did. Well, that, plus the fact that I was looking for the stars 
and couldn'~ see them out that window, actually got me behind in the 
flight. This was t:he only point in the flight where I felt like I 
wasn't really on top of things. vfuat happened here was that .05g came 
quickly and I reported it and started switching to manual control. I 
thought, "Well, I got enough time to go on manual control and control 
reentry mEillueJ.ly," 'but I dl,dn It because the g-buildup started sooner 
than I figured it would; I don It k110if 'whether it was just that I was 
late because of being late in time or whether "re don I t have the same 
time difference between .05g e~d g-buildup on the trainer that we 
actually had in flig.ht . . . ife can check this. 

4. I I believe your reentry 1ms something like a minute ahead of time 
compared to what it was in the tratn.er. Max g came right on the button. 

! This is not whe.t lIm t.alking about. lIm talking about the time 
period between .05g and the g-buildup for reentry. I can remember on 
the trainer I had time to go ahead and get on manual control and get 
set UJ? before the ASCS reentr:r roll l'8.te started and I was surprised 
the g started building up a.s soon as it did. I ~fasn It ready for it, 
but we Ire in good. ShA.!-,e, I t.hought, beerJ.use "re 'VTere still on ASCS when 
the .05g relay latched in l;l,nd, as a result, the roll started on schedule 
and so, all I did vTaS 6witeh and did.n It bother to change rate of roll at 
all. I thought, "'I'he rs.te of' roll is OK," so. I hit the thing a couple 
of times manually t.o CO!'I'ect t.he r,1.t.es that were building up prior t.o 
max g, and it was oscl.l.lat.ing slOi'l"ly a:t IllF~X g but not to aIly disturbing 
degree. 
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5. I Well, at this point, were you still on ASCS or had. you gone back 
to manual? 

A I had. gone back to manual. 

6. I You had. gone back to manual? 

A Right. Now, here's another thing •.• it's a time consuming 
process to switch to manual because you have got to make four moves, 
you know. 

7. I Yes. 

A Another thing I noticed during the g-buildup that I put on the other 
tape was that I noticed and imagined, probably a combination of both, a 
buildup in the background noise on the RF, and my volume controls were 
set so that I was receiving HF and UHF about on eClual strength, about 
at equal signal ratios. There was a little background noise in the 
UHF throughout the flight, but I'm pretty sure I noticed a buildup in 
the background noise or interference during the buildup to max g which 
is probably a function of ionization. And, I was transmitting g-figures 
during the reentry, which I believe you heard. 

8. I Yes, we heard you. 

~ I noticed no tendency to really lose control of myself, although, as 
I say, I wasn't making any attempt to control rates at this time because 
as you know, the jets just don't have much effect at high g. After peak 
g, there were some oscillations, and I switched back to ASCS at this 
time to let it take care of these rates. The reason I did this was 
again beca.use the timing surprised me. He'll have to find out what 
altitude I first reported it. It was way down and I remember on the 
trainer, we would go through the buildup and max g and back off again 
to one or two g somewhere in there and at this point, rriY' routine was to 
look at the altimeter and the rate of descent to ~ake sure we were pro
graming down and I was always able to get a reading of say 80 or 90,000 
feet. I'd correlate this "dth the amount of fuel I had left and make a 
report, you know. But, all of a sudden, I realized that I vTaS way on 
down and I had to sta.rt thinking about drogue chute primarily, and this 
is the reason I went 'back to ASCS at this point. If the ASCS will do 
its work, fine; I WaJ,1t to put my attent.ion on other t.hings. Well, I 
think it was somewhere in there where I first made a report of altitude. 
It was a lot lower than I wanted to be. 

9· I First report they got through was 30k. 

A The point is that I was interested in getting ready at this point 
for the next seCluence and was feeling hurried right in here. 
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10. I Did the ASCS damp rates at this point? When you got it back in? 

11. 

A Yes, not completely, but I think it was working. I could hear the 
jets squirting. I didn't do much between that report of 30,000 and 
drogue . . . well, there wasn't' [l, lot of time, actuaJ.1y. The drogue 
came out at 21,-000 and . . . that Ims right on, e,t least insofar as the 
cabin altimeter was concerned, it ",'as right on 21,000 when the chute 
came out. As a matter of fact, just shortly after the drogue had sta
bilized the capsule, the periscope was out, and I could see the drogue 
right up at the top. It wasn't very large, but we had drawn this out 
before on a scale. Because of the distortion at the edge of the scope, 
we realized we couldn't see much of it, but you can see enough to realize 
it was the drogue, and it looked like a drogue - it 'was pulsating, and 
it was firmly hooked on and it was doing the job! I reported drogue I'm 
sure. The next thing; the inlet snorkel valve, it seemed to me, kicked 
off late. You have to check this from the records, but the first time 
I noticed the emergency flow rate, and I am sure that it was shortly 
after it happened because, the emergency rate handle flies up, and you 
get a good sound cue, I looked at the altimeter a.~d it was about 15,000 
feet. So, it may have been a little bit late in there - not too much, 
but a little bit late, maybe. We can check that point. Then at 10,000 
feet, of course, the antennae cannister went off and you could see it 
come off, and pull the maSn chute with it, and then go off in the dis
tance. You can see the chute in the reefed condition. It looks just 
like it should fortunately. Then, it dereefed just like it should, and 
there it was. l~e opening shock of the chute was very mild, I thought, 
and rather comforting. 

I Can you compare it with whe,t we simulated on the Centrifuge? 

A Unfortunately, the Centrifuge, being set up mechanj.cal1y, is a lot 
rougher in simulating retrofire and chute opening than the actual case 
itself. The capsule is as smooth as silk! Retrofire was just perfect! 
You just make up your mind ahead of t:i.me it's going to be a slight jolt. 
You have a slight jolt; you can hear it fire, and it starts moving 
around very slowly. There's not; as IDllCh noise as you have on the A1JJ'A 
Trainer. If you can get the saJJJ.e movement, but just cut the noise down, 
you'll have pretty close to the same feeling on the trainer as far as 
training reactions are concerned. Of course, you won't be able to sim
ulate the g,' but the movements, of course, would be the same. 

12. I Could you appreciate the motions? The body motions? 

A You can feel it gOing around, and you can feel the torque. 

13· I You felt as well a.s saw the movement? Were you cross-referencing 
with the periscope a.t this point? 
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A Yes. The only confusing thing here is, of course, the retros are 
firing back there and you try to look through the scope, so there is a 
little difference when you try to correlate them. 

14. I But did you use both during the retrofire, both the instruments and 
the scope? . 

A Not to control the thing. No, I didn't. 

15. I What did you use to control? 

A I used the instruments. 

16. I The instruments? 

A For reference. The only thing I remember being disturbed a little 
bit about was the fact that I seemed to be holding roll and yaw pretty 
well, but I let pitch get down a little bit l~fer than I thought. This 
is not in the way of an excuse, but you kn~ Capsule No. 7 was originally 
set up on the instrument display for 450 retro so I just had to guess the 
needle position. Of course, in our training, we were using pitch in the 
zero reference, the zero referent being level with the rate needle. 

17. I Yes, with all hands straight across when in retro. 

A 450
, you see, is the position on Capsule No. 7 and we were holding 

34°so the needle was not level, which was a little bit different than 
what we were doing before. I don't think that was what really disturbed 
me, but • • • 

18. I And you thought you had held it almost level so that the capsule 

A No, I was trying to hold it in this region, but it got closer to 
orbit attitude. 

19. I Oh, OK, OK. So, the capsule ended up closer to level? 

A But this is the only capsule in which this will be the case. In all 
others, this instrument is reoriented so we have 340 right even with 
this needle. And I thinlc that it's just a sm..q11 perturbation here but 
if you train trying to keep these needles all together, you develop that 
training habit which makes it a little easier to fly the capsule that 
way. For example, if we had been trained to hold the pitch needle up 
in this orbit block just hypothetically, it would have been all right to 
do it that way. It just depends on h~ you train, I think, just a small 
deviation. So, that truces C8xe of the mission.period of the carrier de
briefing between retrojettison and main chute. N~, you say you have 
from main chute on dwn? 



20. I Yes, yes, we have. 

A OK, that fills tn the lost link that you had in the carrier 
debriefing. 

B20-24 

21. ! Let's go back and start same of these questions on the fo~l de
briefing. Item III. I think we've got most of these, but let's each 
of us go through the list and if there's any question that bothers you 
or myself, we'll ask him that and then go on to the next section. I 
think you said there were no major surprises during the flight, didn't 
you? 

! Well, no major surprises, no. I think, personally,· I was happily 
surprised to a small degree, that I was able to do as well· as I did. 
As I. say, I really only felt like I was behind the machine at one point 
when we hurried through the reentry. Outside of that, I felt like I 
was really on top of the program, the lift-off, our conversation and 
interchange of information, the first part of the flight and during 
retrofire. The only time I started feeling like I was getting behind 
the game and being hurried was during reentry. 

22. ! Well, as a result, on any further Redstone flights, would you recom
mend cutting down the length of the program? The length of the "pro
gramed" program, you know? . 
A I would think so, yes. Gus and I were discussing it Just briefly 
yesterday and I think that particularly, approaching events where you're 
going to require some fairly exact qualitative measurement or data 
taking or anything from us, we ought to allow a time period for a little 
"slop" from some of the other things. If we do take a little bit longer, 
for example, we will have a few minutes, or a few seconds, to get ready 
for the particular maneuver. I don't know. We can talk this over. 
Maybe if we plan it completely, we ought to say to ourselves, I1Well, 
OK, I've got a personal cutoff point here." Maybe it was my own fault 
for not saying, "Well, I'm trying to do too many things here,11 and at 
this point, should have stopped myself during the flight and re-adjusted 
my schedule. I probably should have done this. In retrospect, I can 
see that I should have, but maybe we do need a time period there to 
force you to do that. 

23. ! We're on Page 1 on Item 3, Roman numeral III. Did you have anything 
to add to that question? 

A No. 

24. ! I think perhaps question five, we could maybe rephrase it a 
little bit. Are there any real problems that we can start working on 
immediately? That came out of this flight? 



A Well, now you're thinking specificaJ.ly of Capsule No. ll, I guess. 
M'R-4, right? 

I Yes, also Atlas orbital capsules. 

!. You might specify what capsule in general, a.'1d. if it applies to some 
capsule farther down, you might specify which on~. 

~ Well, yes. Let 1 s take operationaJ. problems; let 1 s take those first. 
We're going to have an operational problem in hold time on that gantry 
for the orbital flight. There 1 s no question about it! I think pri
marily here, this is a physiological problem. We've got to provide 
relief up on the gantry during these extended holds. Other than that, 
I think you can move around. enough to relieve any circulation problems 
you have, by moving your feet, hands and arms around. and generaJ.ly, 
you're not too uncomf'ortable. I didn't reaJ.ly feel like I had a:ny bad. 
pressure points. 

25. I Did you get too warm at a:n:y time? 

A No, not prior to launch. We'd better provide ourselves with a re
lief recepte.cle. And I think that if you do get to the point where 
you're getting little aches and pains and a little stiff here and there, 
that it will take care of itself in the orbital flights probably by 
being weightless; that is, you're going to feel so much better. Just 
the same, we've got to take steps, I think, to try to cut down that 
period inside the capsule if we C8.."1.. 

26. !. Yes, well, you were in there 4 1/2 hours, a little better, I 
believe, so this was quite a bit more than was expected. 

I Could you comment on this? Was this about as long as you'd 
care to • 

~ Well, I was just going to say that this is a real qualitative 
question. Just how well I would have performed had 1fe not been there 
so long or how much more poorly I would have performed if we'd been 
there another bour is pretty bard to se.y. I think it's just a general 
comment that we want to hold this down to what is presently scheduled. 
This will be easier to do. Now tha.t we've ht\d a successful flight, 
people aren't going to bang on to their OWIl little area of responsibil
ity quite as long as they did yesterda.y. I realize tensions and things 
were pretty tight down there and everybody we.nted everything to be just 
as perfect as it could l)e before they were 1vill:1.n.g to say "go, II but I 
think, operationally, we want to cut that time down. OK, other opera
tional problems: I don't think communications-wise, we were in any 
trouble. The voice procedure as fe..r as I was concerned, back and 
forth from the ground was satisfactory. I think tha.t the gro'\IDd rules 
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that we established for abort e .. nd so on were satisfactory. You've got 
to renegotiate these an~~ay prior to the flight - prior to each individ
ual flight, of course, beca.use they will be different. Voice procedure 
downrange was great! I was totally surprised in the recovery area. 
\ofhether people were just not listenine; or they weren't talking, the 
radio discipline was good and everyt.hing worked out real fine, I 
thought. I expected a number of silm.utaneous transmissions dOWTJIange 
that would confuse the issue, but the people downrange were very well 
briefed obviously and they performed accordi:ng to their briefing. I 
had. no problems at all, prOcedures-wise, with connnunications down there. 
Everybody did exactly wha.t they were supposed to do. So, I thin}~ we 
can use the procedures developed for this flight as the operational 
procedures for the next flight. I think most of the problems are al
ready solved there. Other operational procedures: recovery certainly 
went nicely as you know. I think maybe t,he only significant operation 
problem, if it is considered to be Sib'11ii'icant, is that we want to try 
to keep the pre-launch time pretty much on schedule, so we don't have 
to hang around in there too long. Are there 8..VJ.y other operational 
aspects you want to discuss before we leave that one? 

I I think that's pretty good. lie know you had. one sequence failure.
l 

A That one sequence light failure a.nd the i.nverter problem. We flew, 
as you know; with the standby inverter switch in the "fans" position so 
that the 250 standby was actually feedj,ng the fan bus. We had both 250 
inverters working - the standby on the fans and the ASeS inverter on 
the ASCS bus. l'here's a switeh-over problem here and I'm not sure that 
we're in the position where we eml. 111fJ,nua.lly select or switch these in
verters wi th impunity jn the pre Bent c8.psule. Everybody' 5 a,fare of 
this down here at the Cape, but we ought to look into it a little more 
from the operationaJ. s"tand:point. What happens is if the voltage i8n ' t 
quite right on the bus when you switch to it, the invert.er doesn't 
start up. It draMS an abnormally high cu:crent e.nd it just hangs. "ftle 
did switch the inverters yesterday but it W",8 on a rather rapid pro
cedure of throwing the A.sCG 5'W:t tch off, t,he ammeter swi teh off, the 
ASCS, inverter fans, ASeS back, ammeter swit.ch back on and the inverter 
switch bacIt on, some Id.nd of r~')utine like thE'_t. 

I Kind of e. com;p15ca.ted routine'? 

A It wa.s hard to get a.way i'rom this a!'ld they i~rere sweating because 
they figured the standby inverter might h.ang uI> on us. 

~etrojettison sequence telelight did not illuminate when the retros 
jettisoned. 



29. I They sure didn't want to switch back! 

A No, they didn't want to switch back either, so this is a little 
tricky problem on the electrical. systems. ASCS, as far as :r could tell, 
we had no complaints with ASCS. It w·orked just fine and I noticed that 
when I went on·manual control, one axis at a time, that the ASCS was 
damping and controlling in the axes still activated. 

30. I What period were you talking about? 

31. 

32· 

A I was talking about the period after turnaround. 

A Well, it was controlling in the orientation mode on the other two 
axes that I was not controlling manually. The capsule was apparently 
real. clean, too. I guess they have gotten their techniques down now 
so that we didn't have any problems at all with the RCS. 

I Al, on your problem with the pitch on the retrofire, do you think 
this was purely a display problem or did you feel the pitch axis manual 
proportional was giving you a problem? 

~ No, I don't think there was really any difficulty with it. I didn't 
have any di~ficulty controlling it fairly well when I first switched to 
it and I donlt think that the system was malfunctioning. A combination 
of display and just getting just a little bit behind it. Let's see, we 
covered electrical. 

33. I Yes. 

A Environment: No problems at all. They did increase freon flow to 
keep me a little cooler during the "holdl! period. ECS-wise, I felt 
comfortable during the entire flight. I did notice that between craw:
ing out of the capsule and finally getting the suit off, I got pretty 
warm during the time period. It really wasn I t important because if I I d 
really had any trouble, I could have stopped at any time and opened the 
suit up in order to get ventilation. I chose not to. 

34. I Manual control system: How about the forces? Did you feel like 
you had to work awful hard to deflect the handle? 

A I didn't notice it a bit. I didn't have ~~y problem moving that 
handle. Oh, one pOint here: lIve d:i.scussed it with Gus briefly, but 
the parachute got in the way for left yaw. l{hen you come over for left 
yaw, the wrist seal bearing of the suit humped against the parachute. 
You just have to push hard against the chute in order to get the full 
left yaw. I think this problem can talce care of itself'. 
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'5. I Very good problem to point out. 

A You can relocate the parachute - relocate it completely outside 
the capsule. 

36. I You figure maybe the "reserve" will work, huh? 

A Well, I don't lmow. This ought to be left up to each individual, 
really. 

'7. I Please! (Another Astronaut) 

~ No, no. I don't want to make up somebody else's mind ~ You know, 
if you try to categorically say that you need the chute, you can't do 
it. You can say, "Well, the reliability is such that if you ever need 
the chute that you Ive already gone through so many things and taken up 
so much time doing it that you have already hit the ground. II I think 
we ought to leave it up to the individual. I think we ought to consider 
it pretty carefully before we take it out. 

,8. I OK. Well, maybe we Ive hit that one hard enough for this time. 

A Well, no, I don't thinlt so; go ahead. 

I Well, no, you go ahead if you have some more system problems to 
discuss. 

A We're taking care of the answers to a lot of these questions here. 

40. I Yeah. I know we are. I realize we are. 

I Well, I just noticed that there are two areas of concern; both, I 
think, with you, and also with the ground prior to and during the flight. 
The max altitude timer2 which is recognized as always being a problem 
and the impact switch3.Such as the direct operational procedure to 
take care of these during a flight. 

! Right, I agree. The problem with the maximum altitude timer is, of 
course, that it's an electronic integrator and as expressed by Glenn at 
the launch, they didn't f'eel that the thing was completely clean and 
that it could accept all kinds of glitches (electrical voltage pulses of 
extremely short duration) and still time out properly if it was called 

2 Initiator for the parachute landing sequence for abort. 

'Landing impact switch. 
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upon to do so. So, there was a lot of banter back and forth and MAC has 
already considered this, but I think maybe we ought to get a separate 
power source of more even voltage for this max al ti tude timer. And 
then, the other point as Gus mentioned, we flew with the "rescue aids" 
switch on Capsule No. 7 in the "off" position. This was a double pro
tection agains~ the impact switch inadvertently letting the main chute 
go and. the reserve parachute go unattached as it would on an impact. 
In other words, the opening shock on the main chute making the impact 
switch think that in fact, it had impacted and let the chutes go. So 
we flew with the switch in the "off" position. This, of course, is an 
occupational hazard for if we had had problems such as not being able 
to throw the switch, of course, the reserve parachute would not have 
ej ected and the CG would have been high, the HF antennae would not have 
come out. We still, of course, had UHF...DF, but we felt that it was a 
problem. 

41. ! Well, is this problem susceptible to easy solution, or is it a case 
of not arming this switch until sometime a.f'ter the main chute comes out? 

A It's not supposed to be armed, but we just thought it might possibly 
be armed. This is just an operational precaution that we took. 

42. I I think we need a little bit safer system. 

! So, for this portion of descent, you have the switch in the "off" 
position and this pre-supposes that you will be in good condition when 
you land. OK. 

A Support and restraint system? 

~ No trouble with the support system. The restraint system? We can 
always kick this one around for a long time. This, here again, is a 
personal problem. I felt that it was satisfactory. I didn't have any 
real bone of contention about the restraint system. Once I got in there 
and got all stra.pped in with all the hoses and "Cormn" leads and TM and 
BioMed leads, plus face plate see~ hose, and strap and everything, I 
thought to myself, '~ell, if I ever have to get out of this thing, I'll 
never make it." You sort of have the feeling like you're well strapped 
in. Fortunately, we didn't have the opportunity to discover how well 
our plans for bailout would have worked, but I just had the feeling 
that I would have a lot to do to ge"t out of that capsule. You know, in 
an airplane, if something goes wrong, ma,ybe even under a high-g con
dition or a short time period, you can still pretty well get out because 
you only have a few simple motions to make to get out of it. In the 
Navy, you reach over your head and pull and in the Air Force, you reach 
down here and pull - we're talking about ejection seat techniques - so 
this is one of the more "rustic" areas in the capsules. 
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4;. I Well, maybe this is another problem area wa ought to consider, and 
this is to get your recommendation on a one-point hookup system. This 
we've talked about before. 

A Only thing that clouds the issue here is that it's not a single 
problem. What -makes it a problem is related to the situ.ation "here you 
say, ''Well, I'm going to use the perG0118J. parachute ,II If you don't try 
using this chute, it's not a problem. If you come do',m <::.!:d the main 
chute comes out at 10,000 feet as a result of a ret.m'n from either an 
orbit or a ballistic flight, t.hen you, of course, still have plenty of 
time to start taking straps off, which I did. But, if you think about 
using that parachute, then you'd feel pretty uncomfortable under all 
those straps. 

44. I Yes, it's pretty intimately tied up "lith your plans for using the 
chute. 

A Well, if a guy says, ''Well, I'm not going to take a personal para
chute with me, " then it's not much of a problem. 

45. I What if you develop a gross leak after impact? 

! Yes, but you have time to get most of your straps off. For example, 
I had taken 'the Imee straps off, the chest strap off, I'd opened the 
visor and taken the face plate seal hose out, I'd taken the suit ex
haust hose off, so that I only had the lo,p belt buckl..e and ttle BiolYled 
lead on the Comm lead to take off after impact. So J I felt ID:e I vTaS 

in pretty good shape. OK, that's the restraint system) I 2,'Uess. 

46. I Could I ask about the periscope as a system'? vThat did Y011 think 
about it as a system for controlling f),ttitude? PcJ..rtiCl..1larly, I ;!QS 

wondering why you didn't mention 'i?hether you tried to rD.'),l~leuver i{ith j.t. 
You were looking through it. I just ';TOndel'ec1 w11ethc:r you t:ciE;d to 
maneuver i'lith it und h['I,d. come to any conclusions about it E~S 0, I'2:ference 
system. 

A I just got a real general impression 0:':1 this. I tu.d 1)::. ·~".:~lcd lJcfore 
the flight to position the scribe TIn!'}: on the lJcriscope GO -:.l1:1-\; I I d. have 
a yaw referent but I got to the point ,;rhere I didn1t hQ.ve ':~:;.:~'J. Deke 
started counting down on the retroc:.;eq:iJ_c::1ce a."Cd I j"'J.st d.io.l1 ,t ::~;we the 
time. So, ca.'1't give you "That I :fcel 'Toulcl be <::), quc:l!_th,G"t.i'/2 cOlm-:-ient on 
the use of the scope. Qual itat i velYJ I Qo:c.\ l t think ;'ie 1 l'() Going to have 
any problems. I think 1fe've reriLizcc1 bc;forc that itt S ljOt (.:,;:; g.1).ick a 
reference for attitude as the instr:..UTents. He lye c:,hraYf3 considered it, 
I think, as being a bacl;:up for om' j.Tl~,.t;:Cl_u;c;:mt,]. QUfi:Lit,ativelYJ I noticed 
nothing that would prevent it from being a good l.lo,c:,:".rp for the instru
ments, for attitude reference a,nd for control. 
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47. ! Were you able to verity orbit attitude when you switched to the 
scope'l That is, was the earth sphere shaped? 

A I didn't do that, no. I think I could have, but I just didn't. 
My primary concern was how well could we see through the scope and you 
know I've gone "through a whole page of stuff that I was supposed to 
spend 15 seconds on. I think I got most of it. 

48. I You got a good deal of it. We all were amazed, I think, at how 
much you saw and did connnent on during that time. 

A The fact that the A:I3A Trainer was such a good presentation and 
that we do fairly well with the retros and attitude control there, is 
enough of an indication to me that we can do the same thing in the cap
sule. As the capsule drifts along, you can see land masses moving, and 
it is essentially the same as we have it on the trainer. 

I You did notice slight drifts, then, as the capsule was drifting 
slightly'? 

A Yaw reference-wise, it was. Here again, as I've discussed before, 
we've got a beautiful yaw reference in Cape Canaveral. I mew this 
ahead of time, so when it was drifting off, I said, 'Vell, there's a 
good yaw reference, there's no question about it!" But we won't 
always have a promontory, on track, 100 miles away when you're making 
the Y8W maneuver, so that's a special. case. 

50. ! But you feel you would not have had a:n::r trouble making a yaw 
maneuver with Canaveral therein front of you. 

51. 

A No. 

! From what you described over the voice link, you were saying, it 
appeared that the area covered was essentially like these pictures.~ 
Can you comment on that'l 

~ That's pretty good! I thought to myself when I first looked at, 
those pictures that I would be able to see Cuba better than this thing 
showed, but I couldn't see it well enough to say at first glance, '~ell, 
that I s Cuba, you know." I remember having the feeling I just didn't 
want to express an opinion about what I could see down here because it 
wasn't too well defined. 

52. ! When you looked through the periscope, did you notice a black ring 
around the earth? 

4 Photograph of area as viewed through the periscope. 
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A I didn f t notice it, no. I was looking more at the land areas, and 
the cloud patterns. I had personally decided to look down into this 
area for references to different sizes of land masses to get an idea. of 
what we could define. I think, as you may recall, I mentioned being 
able definitely to define Andros Island, and the Bimini shoal primarily 
because of the. color changes and knowing about where it should be. Over 
in the Bahama. area, the cloud cover was such that I didn't want to say, 
"OK, this is Abaco Island or this is GBI." I think maybe if I'd had 
time to study that area, a little bit longer, I would have been able to 
say, "OK, this is what it is." But, a glance down in that area didn It 
produce anything that I wanted to say I recognized as being this or that. 
In fact, the Florida. area was perfect. You could see Okeechobee down 
here and you could see the Cape. This area of cloud cover up the East 
Coast, I think, was maybe 3 to 4 tenths or thereabouts. Of course, the 
onshore breeze was keeping it back away from shore so that was clear 
all the way up along the Coast. Back on the West side of the state, you' 
could see that it was also clear. You could see Tampa Bay and the other 
things which I've mentioned. The vertical cloud development wasn't 
quite as definitive as I thought it should have been. 

I How about relative overall size? Did you get any impression of 
whether this photograph was roughly correct, or did it seem a lot 
bigger? Did Florida fill up a lot more of your periscope? 

~ Well, it seemed to me that it looked a lot farther alWay than it 
should have. 'lb.e first impression I had, of course, was that it was a 
beautiful sight. But the next impression I had was that it was a little 
bit farther away and a little smaller than I thought it was going to 
look like. 

54. ~ It's probably this negative power of the periscope that does it. 
It's .11 power. 

A I didn't think I'd gone too high in apogee as a result of that. 

55. ~ Could you see anything that you could define as a city? Could you 
see Miami, for instance? 

A I don't remember. 

56. I You don't remember anything that looked different from ... 

A No, I don't remember. 

57. I You don't remember anything about water color? 
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A Yes. As I said, I had. the wrong filter in the periscope because it 
was wrong from lift-off. I thought to myself, "When the periscope comes 
in, reach up there and put the thing back on clear so it will be ready 
for you when it comes out after. turnaround. " When I reached up to 
change the filter, my pressure gauge on my left wrist banged into the 
"Abort" handle and I thought, "Well, Sonny, that's the last tilDe you Ire 
gonna try that for a while." So, I didn't and as a result, I never did 
get the filter changed. And, I was so busy looking at the scope later 
that I didn't think to reach up and. change the filter. 

58. I When did you make this attempt? Was this after launeh? 

A Well, no. I was sitting on the pad and I put the filter in to cut 
the sunlight out. I thought, "This is fine and comfortable now, but 
this is going to be a bad filter to use for looking down so you t II have 
to change it." And I said, "All right, when the periscope comes in, 
there won t t be a:ny sun shining in and this is just a few seconds prior 
to launch, so I'll reach up there and flip it." And, as I reached up 
there, I noticed that my wrist seal bearing and the pres:~ure gauge 
banged against the "Abort" handle, because it was real t:l.ght in there 
and I thought, "Now, you don 't want to be doing that." 

59. I You thought, "This is a poor time to be fiddling with this thing!" , 

A But even with that filter there, right down in this I~ea particular
ly, there was an abrupt color change between the reefs, and in the area 
of Bimini and the surrounding water, I noticed this even with that gray 
filter in, so I feel sure that there will be good color definition. The 
color definition between the land masses and the clouds :1.s most noticeablEl. 

60. I Anything that looked like the Gulf Stream7 

~ No. Nothing I think I would want to define a.s such. I think with 
a little more time, you'd be able to distinguish things like this be
cause I remember looking down in that area and saying, "l>1an, there's a 
real difference in color right there around that reef line." 

61. !. Do you reca.ll at arry time the sun coming in the window during 
launch or reentry and bothering you? 

A Yes, it came in at one time, but didn't bother me too much. 

62. I Was this during launch? 

A No, it was while I was looking out for the stars. I thought it was 
coming in the left w:tndow. 



63. I You didn't see it directly then? It was reflect$df 

! I was never bothered by direct sunlight at any time except prior 
to launch through the scope. 

64. I You didn't notice it coming in the corner of your eyes during the 
rolling on the reentry'? 

A It didn't bother me. I probably did notice it, but I wasn't sur
prised or upset by it. 

65. ! At the time you were looking for stars out the window, was the 
capsule rolling at that time or not? 

! No. I quit looking out the window when it became apparent that I 
was getting behind on my schedule. 

66. I Did you notice that the sky did look real blac~ 

! Oh, yes. I noticed this a couple of times. Once out that window 
and once out the right-hand window during the roll at reentry. Yes, 
it's very dark blue, the same sky that we've seen at 40 or 50,000 feet. 

67. I You don't have the feeling that everything is dark outside? 

A Ob, no. It's just the sky that's dark. 

68. ! Well, it's a question of degree, too. Do you think the sky looked. 
dark enough that you could have seen the stars had you had a bigger 
window and enough time to look for them? Or do you think your eyes 
are acclimated to the amount of light you've got inside the capsule ard 
that this keeps you from seeing the stars? 

! On the basis of this flight, I wouldn't want to say one way or 
the other. There are so many things that enter into it; the reflectecl 
light, etc. 

69. ! This will probably have to wait until a later flight with a bigger 
window and more time to observe. 

A Yes. 

70. ! Your impression though, was that of a dark blue and not of a black 
out the window? 

A Yes, it's pretty dark blue, but no, it's not black. 
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71. I Did you notice a sharp color band at the horizon, a blue band? 

A The horizon, surprisingly enough, looked just about like the 
pictures we have of it. I was looking at this time out the right win
dow up in the area of Chesapeake and Hatteras and there was cloud cover 
in this area so I remember saying, '~ell, it's not a real sharp line 
between the sky and the clouds." It was a little hazy, or what looked 
like haze. This was, of course, because it was a cloudy area up the 
Coast and it was masked in the cloUds themselves. So there was no real 
sharp definition between clouds, haze layer at the horizon and sky. I 
think if there had been a pure land mass there, then you would have seen 
the difference between the land mass, this little haze layer, and then 
the sky. Now, we describe it as a haze area. I don't think it is. I 
think it is a layer of diffuse refraction, probably. 

72. I Yes, sort of like seeing the atmosphere on edge. 

A Yes. 

73. I What about capsule lighting? Did you have full white lights through·· 
out the flight? 

A Yes. 

74. I Was it adequate? 

~ Yes, it was adequate. I never felt the need for more light and I 
never felt blinded at any time. I didn't change it. 

75. ~ How about this business qf weightlessness? I think we ought to hit 
that one one more time. Just a couple of remarks. "Did the period of 
weightlessness have any unexpected effects on your feelings or per
forman.ce? " 

A No! 

76. I Were you aware that you were weightless? 

A No. As a matter of fact, I said to myself, ''Well, OK, you've beer, 
weightless now for a minute or two and somebody is going to ask you 
what it feels like. You'd better stop and think what it feels like." 
In other words, I wasn't disturbed at all by the fact that I was weight
less. I noticed a little bit of dust flying around, and there was one 
washer over by my left eyeball that I tried to grab and missed, so I 
gave up. I was not uncomfortable and I didn't feel like my performan.ce 
was degraded in any way. It felt just like in the back seat of the 
F-1OOF's. When you're strapped in, it's a pleasant ride. There is 
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nothing uncomfortable about it. I didn't notice tha~ my stomach felt 
any worse or better tha-~ it harl prior to lift-off, or any more uneasy. 
No problems at all. 

77. I When the weightlessness was over, did you see the .05g switch light 
before you felt the g? Or, did you feel a little bit? 

A Oh, yes. I would say that I noticed the light before I noticed the go. 

78. I You didn't notice roW obj ects settling in the cabin? 

A No. There wasn't that much. 

79. I There wasn't that much junk floating aroUnd? 

A It was pretty clean. 

80. I You didn't mention, Alj possibly this is because you didn't feel 
you felt anything about the transition from the zero-g to high reentry 
g. Did you notice anything at this time? 

A No, all the tra.nsitions were very smooth. I thought maybe at cutoff, 
I might have the feeling of getting thrown against the straps because 
you are going from a res.sonable load factor, you lmow, to zero-g. But 
the tail-off of the main engi,ne was so gradual there wasn't any sharp 
definition between six and O. It's a lot smoother than the Centrifugel 
When you get cutoff in the Centrifuge, the gimbal angle is stepped down 
and you're slammed around in there. In the capsule, all of a sudden, 
you get a light and hea.r a tower roaring away a..l"J.d there you are. No 
problem. 

81. I In the Centrifuge, you are whirling when you are getting the g
buildup. In the capsule, did you notice any change in apparent dizzi
ness relative to the Centrifuge? Did you feel just like the Centrifuge 
except for the rattling and vibrations? 

A No, I'm glad you broug,ht that up. You don't have any real feeling 
of motion. In the Centrifuge, you have that feeling of being whirled 
around and in the rocket ride, you don't. There is no feeling of un
usually high rates of motion, during powered flight at all. Here again, 
the flight was an easier ride than the Centrifuge. We're getting away 
from weightlessness avn I think I want to describe some of the other 
vibrations th2Jot were assocj.ateri with the flight. 

82. I Were the vibrations during powered flight a problem with any task, 
such as reading instruments, and so on? 
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A From the period of about 45 to 50 seconds after lift-off on through 
about a minute and a half, and we can check this on the tape, there was 
some vibration. I did say after the vibration was stopped that it was 
a lot smoother. Since I knew about when max q and transonic flight 
would occur, I knew about when this was going to happen and it sure 
enough did: I could feel vibrations building up, and the sound. level 
came up a little bit until at one point, I'm not sure whether it was at 
max q or not, there was so much vibration in the capsule that my head 
was bouncing around so that the instruments actually blurred. Then, 
after we got through max q, everything smoothed out. 

I Can you give any impression on the length of time that it was 
blurred? Ten seconds, 30 seconds, or what? 

A It wasn't too long, Harold. It wasn't any longer than 10 seconds. 

84. I We're now talking about the launch period; therefore,-we're getting 
Into Section IV. Maybe we can just run through this section and as 
we're doing so, ask any questions that are not clear, on the basis of 
what has been said so far. 

85. I I think you said that you could discern booster cutoff and that it 
was more gradual than you expected. Is this a correct characterization? 

! Yes, you are aware of several things. You're aware of the fact 
that the load factor has been removed. You're aware of the fact that 
there is a lot of noise from the tower jettisoning. By the way, I 
thought I might see smoke and flame passing the window, but I didn't. 
Or, if it did, it was so fast that it didn't impress me at all. And 
the third thing you notice which you are really looking for is the 
green light on the panel. So, you notice these things all at one time. 

86. I Was there a vibration as well as a noise when the tower went? 

A No, not that I noticed. 

87. I Is there much noise after you're at supersonic speed? Did you 
notice a big change from when you were at subsonic? 

~ There is a gradual noise and vibration buildup just prior to going 
through Mach 1 and the max q region. After that, it drops off. I 
told Deke yesterday that I was really surprised that I could hear over 
the radio so well. I was fully prepared to throw full volume on iJmned
iately after takeoff, but I didn't need it. The noisiest part of the 
flight was when they purged the cabin before takeoff. 
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88. I Could you compare the general quality of the sound in the flight as 
against this record that we used on the Centrifuge? Was there a notice
able difference in the quality, pitch or whatever? 

~ I'd say that the Centrifuge record made more noise. I'd say if 
you'd turn the volume down, that would be all right. 

I What went along with the separation of the tower clamp ring? 
What did you hear? What vibrations did you feel, and so on? 

A I cannot define the difference between the pyros, the tower clamp 
ring and the noise of the tower itself. There are only microseconds 
between the two. I was not able to tell. Perhaps if I had been listen
ing for it, there's a loud report and then a big roar. 

90. I You did get both a bang and a roar though. 

A No, I said I did not. Maybe I could have, but the thing I was 
looking for was that green tower jettison light. 

91. ! How about the capsule separation . . . the Marma.n clamp separation 
itself? 

92· 

A Same thing. I was aware of the posigrade firing, aware of the 
g-load and of just one general noise pulse. I wasn't able to define 
clamp ring separation versus posigrades. 

I Did you get a vibration at this point? Did you feel the g-load? 
Did it put a little load on you? 

A It wasn't uncomfortable. 
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1. I We'll start off with the zero-g phase here. Was there any deter
Ioration of visibility through the window as a result of escape motor 
firing? 

2. 

A I couldn't notice any, and I looked at the windows later on and they 
looked pretty clean. 

I Did you determine capsule separation had occurred immediately? How? 

A Well, the case here, and also with the tower jettison, we had simul
taneous cues, primarily because everything worked all right. The cues 
here are the noise of the rockets firing. You notice the noise and the 
slight acceleration that you get. You've gone through about two and 
one half minutes of "g" to cutoff, a gradual roundoff, and then you get 
a little kick in the tail which you are aware of, plus, of course, in 
both cases two little lights that you're looking at on the sequence panel 
light up. Since everythtng worked fine this time, these cues all came 
together, so that you're collectively aware of it at the same time. 

3. I Could I ask one question? I just got a call from Tom Chambers and 
he said the indications seem to be that you didn it turn the manual con
trol system off. Old you? In other words, when you went to fly-by-wire 
he thinks that you were both on manu",l control and fly-by-wire at the 
same time. 1)) you recall? 

4. 

5. 

A I don't recall whether I did or not. I think I may have) but maybe 
I didn't. 

I The records seem to in.d.icat.e that you were on both. 

A Hell, maybe I was. 

I He just wanted to get .this clBrl.fied. 

A I couldn't say definitely. I would say, offhand, that I probably 
pulled m.anual handle out, but I'm not sure. 

Enclosure 6 
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6. I OK 

A This might show on the film. But that wou+d be out of the field 
of view, I guess. 

7. I Probably so. There is one other question. It looks as though 
the tower sep initiator blew. Could you hear anything that could 
have been that? 

A No, I just heard one noise. We were discussing that this morning. 
1 wasn't able to distinguish between the clamp-ring noise and the rocket. 
firing. There was just one rush of sound. I can't think of anything 
else that was a sharp report at any time that I can remember that was 
out of sequence. 

8. I Those were the only things. Everything else was real plain, 
except the onboard voice which was of exceptional quality. 

A It was. It didn't pick up the noise. 

I Well, they said it was much better than at the receiver in Tel,. 

I Going back to the capsule separation. Were there any booster pitch·· 
Ing, yawing, or rolling motions at that time? 

A I didn't notice any at all at that time. The damping worked very 
well. There was no indication of any wild capsule motion after separa
tion. Just about the time I decided it was working very well; the 
turnaround started. 

10. I 101e're still on zero-g. Were the controls easier or harder to reach 
under zero-g as compared to one g? 

~ ltd say, if anything, quantitatively speaking, it's easier. I 
really didn't notice any difference. Qualitatively it's this way -
you're able to reach any way you want to reach and to move the way 
you want to move. So I'd say a positive statement would be, we antici
pate no problem at all reaching anything - it was not more difficult 
for me, if anything, a little less difficult. 

11. I Could you hear or feel the PLD tape recorders or the cameras 
running? 

~ No, I didn't feel, hear, or notice them, but I took a look at them 
when they turned them on at takeoff. The only thing I noticed after 
that was that the light stayed on. I made no specific attempt to look 
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down at the recorder to see if it was still turning and, with all the 
other things gOing on, in order to check the cameras, you have to put 
your hand on them to be sure. I didn't make any attempt to do this. 

I What items, if any, vibrated during zero-g? 

A Vibrations during zero- g? 

I Yes. Were there any? Did you notice any? 

A I didn't notice any vibrations. 

I OK 

14. A Even when you've got the heL~et on, there is a lot of noise inside 
the capsule with the inverters and gyros and everything goine. 

15., I You can hear the inverters and gyros whenever they are gOing? 

A Whenever they're going you can hear them. 

16. I Can you hear the inverters throu~h the comraunications system? 

A Well, it 'depends. If you have your volume control set so that you 
can receive UHF and HF, the slight background noise drowns out the in
verter noise. But if you have the RF yolume all the 'lay down then you're 
conscious of the noise. I'm not sure whether the vibration is coming 
through the couch, or the structure of the capsule or not, but you 
definitely notice the noise. 

17. I Is the inverter noise more noticeable than the compressor noise, 
or do you get any compressor noise? 

A I didn't notice that the fan noises really bothered me at all. I 
guess they blend in vTith the overall noise level. That's not uncomfort
able from the standpoint of a short voyage. I think that you've got so 
many things to do and listen to that you're not bothered by it. 1" think 
you sort of get used to it after a while because you've been in the cock
pit, an hour or two, and you sort of c;ct used to the noise. 

18. I This sort of leads to the next question and perhaps you've answered 
it. Could you detect which COl'lJIJOnents contributed. most to the cabin 
noise during zero-g? 

A I'd say here, based from experience in sitting in the capsule under 
one "g" conditions and hearing the gyros cori'lC on 8l1d off and the invert
ers come on and off, ,that the inverters actually make more noise than 
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anything else. And the fact that it I S a lot more quiet in a 
rarefied atmosphere is not a function, necessarily, of zero-g. So 
I donlt think the noise is really a function of zero-g. 

19. I Could you compare the retrofire sensations in the actual capsule 
with those presented to you in the ADi'A, Truiner'? Centrifl1.ge? Procedures 
Trainer? 

A Yes, we lve ulready done that, but vle 111 run over it again. With 
respect to the dynamic functions, of course, we use only the Centrifuge 
for that purpose. As .... ,e said this morning, the Centrifuge provides a 
much jerkier ride. T.ne actual retrofj.re case in tbe C[1.p~;ule is very 
smooth. You hear the noise of the rocket, you feel the vibration of 
the structure, you feel the g input, e.::d. you 'notice t>.;.; c8.psule being 
slowly turned by the offset of the thrust o.:xis. Dy~-::,.~l)ic:::.lly speaking, 
for the moment, it I S a lot easier in the ca:9sule t11t).11 it. is in the 
Centrifuge because it really j er1\:8 arou-::d as it is P:'o~;;':J"L::;(L NOVi, 
from the standpoint of comparine; the :.~.:';::::nts, I 't701..1lcl soy that those 
we Ive used in the ALFA Trainer at L::'i.i.~.Sl(;y cmd the Proccclure,~ Trainer 
at Langley are just about rie;ht for pro.c~Gice. They I re a lj. ttle more 
difficul t than the actual n~J.neuver itself. 'l'he Proceciw:es Trainer 
at the Cape has a sm9.11cr fixed offset input, and 'IlC should do something 
about beefing that one up. It's not enough of a training wnneuver for 
the actual retrofire itself. 

20. I We should beef that one up? (retrofire misalinements on Cape trainer) 

A Yes , it I S a little too lOll. 

21. I OK. It's too lovl f'or trainine; pu.Y'J)OGcs) but is it a!)out the same 
revel as you got during the flight? 

A Probably about the sa:rJ'0. It IS r;;c',lly prett.y h:::.:cd to tell becc!.Use 
when you control retros, you don It re:cdly control (:;:u.:~;,litc~-:;ively. ~~'ou 

try to watch the attitucle r,nd 1'0;1:,:; ay\c: hold tl;cr:l 0.::' .. 1 :.:,s d.oi.;e '~.o ".:;h2 

desired values as possible C),nd you J.lc::,VC no id.CD. FJ:l.C,t }'.l:)!;:::::TC or in};;ut 
you Ire sticking in there. Ii'rom t.he \.)(:.y tIl2 rD.te :r:ccc3"lci~ l'e:c,cted I 
would say the moments are probal')ly about the SC.i);C C.\::J t:~.c trainer. 
But in vievr of this I think ve 01Je;ht -'co Co to [;. j,-1~~c;h'2r l::;vel of offset 
for practice. As I ca:Ld this };lorning, :::: }:oticcd 'C,ll:.d; :C ,~ot a little 
bi t off in pitch, but othenrise I felt likc I ~TS.S cont:collinc; it fairly 
well. 

22. I When you were tellj,D3 people tb.c~t you V(::':'C coine; to the l11c'l:.mal pitch 
axis and manual yn .. ·/ a7.:is J did you 'FD.,:i. t un';':'il (l,fter you he,d. said you were 
going before doing so~ 

A Yes. 
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23. I This is another question that Chambers had. Thomas Chambers of 
Flight Systems Division analyzed the attitude control systems. .He said 
he wasn't clear on whether the voice report preceded the action in each 
case. In other words, your comment always preceded the act7 

~ Yes. Preceded my act. The ASCS worked in the other channels while 
I was controlling on manual. 

24. ~ While we're on this question, is there any difference in your con
trolling on the ALFA and the Procedures Trainer7 The ALFA provides the 
actual motion. Does this make it more like what you did during the 
flight7 Can you comment on this7 

! I don't know. The rates are fairly slow' to start with on the ALFA 
trainer, and I do get a cue from the g on this Trainer. Since when 
you go over your side in yaw you definitely feel you are peing pushed 
to one side of the couch. I definitely felt this was a cue, but from 
a standpoint of controlling from the scope or the horizon reference it 
is a lot better than the Procedures Trainer. It is a dynamic trainer. 
I didn't mean to indicate that it is not. From the standpoint of scope 
and horizon controlling, I think it is definitely worth practicing on. 

25. I I'd lik~ to pursue that just a little bit further. Admittedly, the 
attitude cues are wrong in that trainer, but it does have angular 
acceleration. The question is, I think, were you aware of angular 
acceleration cues at zero-g7 

A No, I was not. 

26. I You were not. Was this because they were too small or was there 
something connected with zero-g7 

A I think because the rates were too small to detect. 

27. I Because they were too small to feel or below the threshold. OK. 

A I think I remember telling you this morning that you do notice the 
capsule is moving. 

28. I Yes, you told us that. 

A If you consider the angular acceleration, I'm not sure you notice it 
but you are aware of the vi.ew shifting in the periscope and maybe you are 
actue.lly getting some kind of communication also. Maybe a combination 
of both. 

29· I You felt the linear acceleration, in any case. 

A No question about that. 



I Reentry phase. Did MY capsule .components vibrate excessively 
during reentry? 

A I don't recall anything vibrating. Your attention during reentry 
is primarily focused on the instrument pMel and if any of those relay 
boxes or anything in your peripheral vision were vibrating I don't 
think you'd notice it. 

I When did you first look at your accelerometer during reentry? 
What was your first cue of g? 

! Well, of course, the.Q5g relay was my first cue, but again the 
g build-up occurred a lot sooner after the .CBg relay than I thought 
it shoUld have. I think this is because of the wrong timing on the 
trainer. But the first indication was the feeling of the g load coming 
back on. Then, of course, I went to the accelerometer. 

32. ! Were there any oscillations of the capsule during reentry? Could 
you estimate their amplitude? 

A No, because I was controlling rate primarily. The amplitude, I 
would say, was on the order of a degree or less and the rates were vary
ing prior to peak. g from 2 to 4 degrees per second, plus or minus. This 
was the limits of oscillation of pitch. Then, of course, they went 
against the stops when the amplitude increased and the frequency de
creased. The amplitude was greater after peak g, but what it was exactly 
in degrees I don't know. I was going back on ASCS at that time. 

33. I Were you aware of any lateral accelerations during reentry? 

! No, the only acceleration I was aware of during reentry was in the 
longitude axis. I wasn't thrown around inside or anything of that nature. 

34. ! You weren't pushed around the sides of the couch or anything of that. 
nature? 

A Couldn't feel that at all. 

35. I I think we can go on to landing. I think he has already described 
the drogue opening shock, has he not? 

A Yes. And because the capsule is more stabilized at this time, there 
was a little jerking motion that threw me around in the seat. It was 
just the load factor, the transverse load factor in the longitudinal axis. 

36. I Did you see any chaff? 

A Didn't see any. Didn't look. 
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I Did you hear the drogue mortar?· 

A Yes. 

I Did you hear the antenna mortar? 

A Yes. 

I Could you hear the ejection bag inflate? 

A No, I didn't. I wasn't able to distinguish that particular noise. 

I Did you hear the opening of the main chute? 

A No. I don't think I could say that I could. I felt it, of course, 
and watched it, but I can't say I heard it. 

41. I Did you see the chute at full inflation? 

A Yes, I woul~ say probably three-fifths of the chute area - over half 
anyway. 

42. I Could we ask about the chute g phase? I think you've already men
tioned that you felt it, but was it a pulsing shock or just a single 
shock? 

A It was a smooth input, I believe. I wasn't looking at the acceler
ometer at that particular time. I was watching the canopy. 

43. I I'm sure you were. 

A What it wa.s in terms of g's you'll have to look at the records to 
find out. 

44. ~ There was no relative rotational motion between the capsule and the 
chute? 

A I didn't notice any. 

45. I Was the chute canopy stable? 

A Yes, it was aIld very little pendulum effect, just enough to be 
noticeable. Not disturbing at all. 

46. I At what time did the skirt deploy relative to main chute deployment? 

A Landing bag? I think it was just about on time, 10 or 12 seconds 
after main chute. I remember looking at the chute for quite some time 
and then glancing down and the landing bag light came on about that 
time. 
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47. I Did the heat shield drop have any.shock effect? 

A Didn't notice it. As a matter of fact, I don't imagine it would come 
down too far in the air load. I don I t imagine it would come down and 
drop all the way like it would do under a zero airload, one llg"·condi
tion. As a matter of fact though, we are pretty well slowed down here, 
so we should have felt something. It wasn 1t enough to give me a start, 
since I didn't noti~e it. 

48. I Well, I guess the bag has got to fill up with air, doesn't it? 
This would take some time and tend to ease any shock. 

A It might. It was probably there. I just didn't notice it. 

49. I What was the capsule attitude at impact? 

A I wouldn't even want to try to estimate the attitude because I 
didn't have a good reference. I could look out the window and occas
ionally see the water out the right window when I would swing out to 
one side. I was aware I was getting close to impact, but just exactly 
where it was in this swing when I did impact I couldn't say. 

50. I Let's pursue that one a little more. Could you tell beforehand 
the impending impact? Could you sense about when you were going to 
hit, or was this totally unexpected? 

A Well, I knew within a few seconds from wG,tching the altimeter. 
Insofar as looking out the window, that particular porthole doesn't 
give you much of a reference. 

51. I How about the periscope? Were you looking out the periscope at 
that time? 

A Yes, but you can see too much and it is so distorted close to the 
edge of the scope. I didn't see any airplanes out of the scope until 
after I had hit, but I saw the choppers through the scope after impact. 

52. I After impact. But you did not see any of the choppers or airplanes 
before impact'Z 

A I didn't see any airplanes before then. 

53. I You couldn't tell whether you had any horizontal velocity or not, 
could you? 

A You can't tell about drift. 
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I Did you get any cues, AI, from the restraint pulling against your 
body at impact - if there were any other vectors other than those 
pulling down? 

~ Yes. We mentioned that this morning. You are pushed down into 
the couch with a pure vertical load and shortly thereafter you go off 
to your right side. You get a fairly low-order deceleration there. 
Then it goes over to the right side of the couch in the water. 

I Almost all of yours was vertical. 

54. I There was no indication to yOll that the heat shield had impacted 
under the bottom of the capsule? 

A No. There was a lot of water noise when the capsule hit the water, 
but I didn't notice anything I could describe as being impact on the 
heat shield. 

55. I Were you airlifted before the whip antenna was extended~ You were, 
were you not? 

A No. We flew with the rescue aids switch off, as you know, to get 
around possible maJ.function of the impact relay. After impact, I turned 
rescue aids on and the HF antenna came up at that time. It was defin
itely up when I got out of the capsule. 

I Well, you know there's a time delay of about 150 seconds. 

56. I Did you see the antenna? 

A It was sitting up by the time I got out of the capsule. 

57. I Did the chopper snip the antenna? 

A Well, I've never seen one that is not snipped. How tall is it? 

58. I About 15 feet. 

A Well, they chopped part of it off because it wasn't that long. 

59· ! This was a quest:i.on that was asked. There was about 7 feet missing. 
They didn't know whether it'was snipped off or whether it was blown off. 

A Well, they didn't say whether ,they had snipped it, and I didn't get 
a chance to talk to them. It was hot 15 feet long. 
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60. I Could you tell whether it was snipped? 

A Well,I would think so. 

61. I You haven't seen the end yourself? 

A No, it wasn't 15 feet long, I'm sure of this. 

62. I Did hitting the water feel like anything else you've ever felt 
before? 

A What you're getting at is how severe is the impact? 

63. I Yes. Generally, is it severe enough to really shake you up? 

A No. I don't think it was a real violent impact at all. It was 
just about what I expected in the order of 4, 5, or 6g and maybe a 
lateral load of 2 or 3g. 

64. I How would you, compare it with a carrier landing? 

A I'd say it was about the same. Peak g for a carrier landing is 
about 4g. 

65. I How about a catapult takeoff? 

A It wasn't as abrupt as a cat shot, from the standpoint of being 
slammed around. 

66. I You would be immediately in control of the vehicle at that time? 

A Yes, I didn't feel like I was knocked out or dazed. I may have been 
but I wasn't aware of it. I'm pretty sure I reached over and threw the 
rescue aids switch just about as soon as the thing settled down and 
stabilized. 

67. I Did you notice any deficiency in the status of training relative to 
capsule egress? 

A No. As I indicated this morning, I felt real comfortable about 
going out the door if I had to. Since the chopper came in so soon, I 
never even entertained the thought of removing the right panel and gOing 
out that way. I never felt like I was trapped or in trouble at all. 

68. ! Was adequate information obtained from the recovery helicopter to 
allow you to decide to egress? Obviously, yes. 
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A Yes. The procedures we had planned, preflight, of course, had been 
laid out and agreed to. As a matter of fact, the fellows that picked 
me up were the same ones that developed the procedure and had picked; me 
up before in the bay at Langley, and so there wasn't any problem here 
and I understand that they also briefed the rest of the chopper pilots 
pretty well so there wouldn't be any problem all the way downrange. 
Communication was established with them over UHF on the butterfly an
tenna almost immediately. They called down and wanted to lmow if I 
was ready to come out and I said "no" for two reasons: one, it looked 
like the window was still under water so I asked them to please pull 
the capsule up a little morej and, two, I hadn't disconnected all of my 
harness. So they said "OK, we'll pull it up a little more," which they 
did, and I started disconnecting the leads and coming out. But in any 
event, even if we had not had communication, the fact that they hooked 
on is apparent inside the capsule. You can hear the noise and you can 
feel the capsule come upright, and I think as soon as the water had 
gone out of sight of the window I would have opened the door and come 
on out. I would have worked out all right without communications but 
it's still nice to have them. 

Did I make the comment this morning on recovery that I thought the 
operational procedures and training worked out very well? There was no 
confusion in the recovery area, either from the standpoint of relaying 
back to Deke at Tel 3 or from the standpoint of general discussion with 
the recovery forces. That procedure that we used - don't speak unless 
you're spoken to - worked out very nicely and they abided by it very well. 
So that should be a pa.rt of the report. 

69. I This is evaluation of capsule systems operation. Comment on your 
suit. Do you suggest any changes? I think we mean rather obvious 
ones here. 

A I found that the general suit comfort was good for me. As Astro
nauts Scott Carpenter and D. K. Slayton know, we have a harness that 
goes around the shoulders which I did not use. I just put on the 
parachute harness and found that, pressurized, my mobility was good. 
I was able to get in and out of the couch all right with it that way. 
This applied only to flight where they used the parachute on the right 
side. From the standpoint of the other harness which provided for use 
with or without a parachute harness, that was pretty satisfactory also. 
General suit comfort and mobility was very good. The leak rate was with
in the specs. There were no pressure points as a result of the suit. I 
would relocate the pressure gauge. The left wrist pressure gauge is 
difficult to see when you're strapped in and you have your left hand on 
the abort handle. You can't see it, and to raise up to look at it is 
difficult under acceleration loads. So I think we'll have to try to find 
another place to put it, maybe up on the knee, somewhere where it will be 
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easier to see. In the spec capsule we had the suit pressure gauge on the 
panel. This gauge, then, becomes a backup. Even so, we ought to put it 
where we can see it. I would feel a little better. I did have some 
circulation problems at the ends of the fingers because of the rubber 
cots on the ends of the fingers of the gloves. You just have to keep 
pulling them away from the ends of your fingers to maintain a certain 
amount of circulation which I think is something you probably can It 
help. The helmet was comfortable. I had modified my helmet. I cut 
part of it off and I was glad to have the additional vision. Outside 
of that, I think it was real good. 

70. I Any obvious changes in the parachute harness? 

A The parachute harness, I think, is fine. Mine was modified since 
they found that the stitching took up some of the length of the straps. 
So the one which I had, had a little bit of additional material to take 
care of the shortening due to stitching. It was comfortable since it 
was long enough, and I had no problem with it. 

71. I Comment on your couch. 

A No strain on the couch. It's comfortable. I had no pressure 
points as a result of the couch except a couple up in my shoulders. We 
may have to ream the couch out just a little bit more in that area. 
These were minor pressure points. No petechia on the back as a result 
of anything pushing in to me from below during the g phase of the flight. 
We put, as you know} that foam rubber liner in the bottom of the couch. 
That was sufficient but we found that the production foam underneath the 
helmet was not enough. You picked up some vibrations when the helmet 
would run back aga.inst the headrest so we filled the whole area with 
foam rubber to support the helmet, and the only time I got any vibra
tions was when the whole thing was shaking. Outside of that, it was 
fine. 

72. I With regard to the ECS could you hear the fans? 

A Well, you notice the fans when you turn them on because you are 
listening for them, in the case of the cabin fan. In the case of the 
suit fan you notice it because you wait until you feel the flow of air 
through the suit. Once I had established the fact that they were run
ning, I didn't pay any attention to them any longer. 

73. I Any change in fan operation? 

A No. No apparent change in fan operation. 

74. !. Weil, I guess there wasn't any noticeable overpressure in your suit. 
Your suit never tried to pressurize? 
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A No, it never tried to pressurize after we once made the pressure 
check on the gantry. 

75. I How about negative pressure in your suit? Was there ever any? 

A Yes, I'm not sure it's particular to my suit, but I've always had. 
jUst a little tendency for the material around the neck to come in 
against my neck when I inhale, so I'm sure we're operating at the 
ragged edge of 2 inches of pressure differential right there at the 
suit outlet. It never really choked off the flow, but you could 
always feel it coming in. 

76 • I Did this bother you any'? 

A No. I think we've got to live with this system unless we drastic
ally change the suit pressure regulator to provide a positive pressure 
inside the suit with respect to the cabin all the time. 

77. I Could you hear the demand regulator? 

A No. 

78. I Could you hear the oxygen flow through the helmet exhaust hose? 

A Yes. 

79. I Was it annoying? 

A No. It was very comforting. 

80. I It doesn't interfere with communications or your ability to con-
centrate? 

A I don't think it did. I understand that the voice came through 
fairly well throughout most of the flight. As far as I was concerned 
it didn't bother me. 

81. I You never did use the emergency oxygen? 

A Never did. It came on, of course, when the inlet snorkel opened 
up. I don't remember noticing a..1:1Y sizable cha.nge in the cooling flow. 
I don't remember being uncomfortably \·rarm any time after the emergency 
flow-rate came on while I was in the capsule. I always felt comfortable. 
Once I disconnected the suit and was charging around getting into the 
sling, into the helicopter, and going back to the ship. I was pretty 
steamed up by- the time I finally got down and got the suit off. But 
while I was in the capsule I felt comfortable at all times. 
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82. I After you were in the helicopter] did you have a way of ventilating 
the suit there? 

A I did. I could have unzipped it which would have been enough. But 
we were so close to the ship that I chose not to. 

I see. But no one carried a portable ventilator out to you? 

A No, but I was in good shape. I took my helmet off before I came 
out of the capsule, and I could have unzipped the suit if I had wanted 
to at that pOint. 

84. I Would it be worthwhile in the future flights to carry one of these 
portable ventilating units? 

A I don't think so. If you get uncomfortably"Vrarm you can unzip the 
sui t and take your gloves and helmet off. If you get in trouble at 
that point, the crewman can help you talre the whole rig off right then 
and there. 

85. I Were you aware of any of the biosensors? Why? 

A No, once you get them on you're not aware of them. 

86. I How about this cannon plug on your right thigh? Did that get in 
the way or bother you? 

A It didn't bother me at all. 

87. I Then you do not have any suggestions for modifications or changes? 

A Only that the stuff used to apply the sensors is apparently giving 
some people skin trouble. I've got a small infection on my chest as a 
result of the application of' this stuff. Bert North and Gus have had 
the same problem. I don't know whether it's in the rubber cement that 
they're using or whether it's the -chemical compound, but it is giving 
us a little problem. 

88. I Did you notice whether the clock stopped at any time during the 
flight? 

A No, I didn't. I thought ahead of time that I was going to watch 
that little rascal, and I also had in my mind that the clock I was going 
to use was the aircraft clock which I punched at lift-off. '\.Je found 
that the counter of capsules 5 and 7 did actually stop. I didn't really 
look at it at all. It may have stopped, but I wasn't aware of it. 
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89. I In other words, you didn't refer to the digital counter? 

A No. 

I We had a tentative report yesterday that it did not stop during 
exit, but that it did stop for awhile during reentry. 

90. I Did the roll, pitch, and yaw position indicators function properly 
at all times? In other words, was there any gyro tumbling, did any of 
the hands go to full deflection at any time? 

A The rate indicators, as far as I am concerned, functioned properly 
all the time. The attitude indicators functioned properly for as long 
as I watched them. Of course, I watched them up through positioning 
for reentry. At this time, I controlled rate and once the .05g relay 
latched in - roll started on the ASCS. Then I paid no further attention 
to the attitude indicators as such. 

91. ! So you probably wouldn't have noticed if the gyros had tumbled. 
They probably did inasmuch as the capsule was rolling after that. 

! Well; this is a point that is different between the trainer and 
Capsule 7. The attitude indicators cut off at .05g in the trainer but 
stay active in Capsule 7 all the way to 10 K. Even though you know they 
are active on the way down, you don't look at them, and on manual con
trol on reentry you're always lOOking at rates ~~d not paying anyatten
tion to the attitudes. 'I'hat' s why I didn't specifically notice them. 
Other than that, whenever I needed them, they performed properly. 

92. I Let's get to the reaction control system now. Do you have any 
comments on this system in addition to those you've already made? 

! Well, let's see. I discussed, I think, the fact that, on occasion, 
I was aware of the noise of the jets prm'3,ri1y when the hi.gh-thrust jets 
were working. On other occasions, I wasn't aware of it at all and I 
noticed the reaction of the capsule by the visual cue of the scope or 
from the instruments. This indicates to me that if you're in a high
thrust level, you can hear it inside and if you're in a low-thrust level, 
you can't. The interne~ noise is just about the same at your ears as 
the other external noise. I didn't have any problem at all with the 
stick forces. There was plenty of adrenalin working and any time I wanted 
to move the stick, even though I was obviously bumping into the para
chute with my right hand, I didn't have any trouble. I didn't always 
move it in the right direction but any time I wanted to.move it, it 
moved fine. 
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93. I I guess this question is more applicable to an orbital mission 
where you're worried about ~~ hour cw~d a half rather than a couple 
of minutes. 

A I do comment about the microswi tches. I think, particularly down 
at the Cape, they're aware of what problems we have with respect to 
ringing in the microswitches of the fly-by-wire and friction of manual 
system. I was going to try to work the control handle on the way out, 
to find out whether or not varying load factors had anything to do with 
friction in the system, but unfortunately I didn't. The first time I 
tried it at zero-g it was free with no additional friction that I could 
notice. Here again, because of the microswitches, I had a tendency to 
overcontrol on fly-by-wire. Manual, I didn't seem to have much trouble. 
:;: didn't always control the right ,.ay but when I did w·hat I v/"anted to 
do, I didn't have any trouble doing it. 

94. I Did you notice overshooting, then, when you were on fly-by-wire'? 
The point that Chambers is making is that if you were on both ID8nual 
and fly-by-wire you should not have overshot. 

A Well} I WOul~~lt say this was true because when you displace the 
control stick from center, you don It always get the 101{ thrust (the one 
or six pound thrusters) but sometimes you get the high and before you 
want it. Whether or not I ,.as in manual and fly-by-wire simultaneously, 
I still got more rate than·I wanted and I think this is primarily a 
function of rnicroswitch position rather than the addition of manual 
proportional. 

95. I I understood. the switches were not set up according to design .. 

A They were set up the best they could do and we decided to take it 
as it was. 

96. I Do you think your diff'icul ty was due to an incorrect setting of 
these switches or do you think it's just the basic system of having a 
low thrust and then a much higher thrust? 

A I think it I S probably the basic system, but I think it's something 
we shouldn It change aroU11d now since my complaint is a low order com
plaint. I'd much prefer to using it as a backup system for the manual 
control using the a.utomatic jets than I would to cross-connect the man
ual a,nd the automatic, for example. So this is a low order notation and 
I think we ought to try to get the microswitches as close to specs as 
we can and just accept it tha.t way. 
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97. ! One other thing along the same line. You, of course, had quite 
a bit more experience training with manual proportional than with the 
fly-by-wire control system. How much of this difference of ease of 
control do you think could have been made up through more equal train
ing on the two? 

A Well, it might be better if you tried a little more fly-by-wire. 
You could be better prepared. 

98. I What I'm really trying to find out here is for future planning. As 
far as ease of the man using a control system, would you say it ""vas 
easier to use a proportional system than the fly-by-wire system, or 
does the fact that you do better on the proportional system stem mailuy 
from the amount of practice you've had with it? . 

A Well, you've got to describe the requirement first. If you're,talk
ing about maintaining an attitude using small rates, then the manual is . 
easier, and practice on the fly-by-wire would be a prerequisite here. 
If you're. talking about preparing for reentry and holding position during 
retro when you're calling for the much larger stick deflections and rates, 
then it doesn't make a bit of difference, I don't think. Because you're 
pulsing the stick, (at least I am) to take care of a rate and the fact 
that you're getting full manual or full automatic thrust as a result of 
the high-thrust microswitches being depressed wouldn't make any differ
ence. I think it would be more profitable to practice using fly-by-wire 
for retrofire control although I didn't use fly-by-wire for controlling 
retros since there isn't much difference when you're calling for large 
rates. And so you don't notice the difference as much in this situation 
as you do when you have to have fine control. 

99. I Except for the time vThen you were looking out the periscope identi
fying things, during which time you weren't doing much maneuvering, you 
did use the instruments almost entirely during the flight. Did you re
member any time when you were controlling using the periscope as a 
reference~ 

A Not primarily, no. 

100. I You occasionally glanced down at it, but it was never your primary 
reference? 

A I wasn't using it for a reference. 

! It just gave you a cue to the fact that you were movi.ng, but you 
weren't trying to get a position on it. 

101. I Was there any leakage in the coolant tank of the circuit? 

A Didn't notice any. 
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102. I How about the periscope reticle light? Was this adequate, or did 
you notice? 

A Never needed it. There was plenty of light inside and outside all 
the time. 

103. I What was the relative noise level in audio? Would you say it was 
low and how would you describe it? 

A Well, I don't know how to describe it really. 

104. I Did it bother you? 

A No. As I said before, the noisiest part of the flight was when 
they stuck the hose in the door and purged the cabin. I think the 
noise probably does mask a lot of these other little noise signals 
that you were asking about, but the fact that they are masked doesn't 
disturb you because you have other cues as to what is going on. 

105. ! Did you hear a 400-cycle or an 800-cycle tone? Was this prevalent? 
Or was it just one noise? 

A It's the tone cOming from feedback somewhere in the system. There 
was a very high tone. It was pretty far up in the audible range. 'W"hat 
the frequency of it was, I don't know. This was apparent in the head
set and not over RF because I turned the volumes up and down on the 
command, HF and UHF receivers when the capsule '11,: transmitters were on 
and I thought well, maybe it's feeding across into RF on one of these 
sets but it was not. It was coming directly into the headset from some
where. It was of such a nature that it wasn't disturbing on the flight, 
but it had been fairly high in some cases on the pad and lIm not sure we 
know exactly where it's coming from. 

106. I Was RF interference noticeable? 

A Do you mean from some area? 

! Well, I think they were probably referring to this reentry bit. 
Deke, maybe you can tell us. 

107. ! Well, from about T-135 minutes on, there shouldn't have been any RF. 
We had some at T-80 and from there, there wasn't any until recovery. 
So I think you could say there wasn't any RF interference during the 
flight phase of the mission. 

A The only extraneous noise I noticed was general background noise 
on UHF which you take care of by adjusting the volume so that it just 
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blends into the inverter noise of the capsule. There was one spurious 
call of unknown origin and also the background noise built up during 
reentry. That's all. On the command receiver, when there is a command 
carrier on, the background noise is cut down. You can hear the back
ground just dropping out when the caxrier comes on. 

Blank from 565 to 617 (This in Shepard's writing). 

108. I Can I digress here a minute? It's along the same line. Don't I 
remember that Capsule 7 was accepted comrnunications-i-Tise as suitable 
only for a ballistic fli~~t? 

A Yes. 

109. I Do you still feel this way about it in view of the fact that we 
have this special capsule test going on in St. Louis on Capsule 6 
(I guess) or do you feel it 'fOuld be satisfactory for an orbital flight? 

A Well, as far as I'm concerned, it's satisfactory for a ballistic 
flight because we've had good communications back and forth from Tel 3 
direct through GBI and through the relay airplane. I don't know whether 
we receive HF or not. I understand that somebody received the capsule 
and we just made one short HF check. 

110. ! I got the word yesterday that they heard you on the Pacific Missile 
Range on HF. I lmow that you went to HF. 'l)).e only time you went to HF 
was that in flight? 

A In flight. Just prior to . 05g. Also after 10K, you I re actually 
modulating whichever radio you select on your transmit switch and I 
kept it on UHF. 

111. I So you didn't use recovery lIF'? 

A No. 

112. I Deke, in Tel 3, didn't UHF transmission break up pretty regularly'? 

Deke: No. 

113. I Not broken at all? 

Deke: We lost signal right after he came off the high g pulse. We 
didn't switch to GEl hard li.ne. As soon as we lost signal we called 
down to GBI to i'ind out why he hadn't si-ritched us to hard line and at 
that time he switched us. He was loud and clear from that time on down 
to mainchute. 'l'hen we lost him again. 
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114. I During pOl-rered flight was it solid with no breaks at all? 

Deke: Yes. 

A He had this trouble with Gus once before, in one of thel06's. 
don It know which one he was flying. The 8.ntenn8. is fairly directional. 

115. Deke: I wouldn't feel that 7"7as satis:f:'2.ctory as an orbital c[';.p:3'lJle) 
at least on UI-IF reserve. This vTaS hor-ribJ_e. 

A No) we never got the reserve DIu "Co ~;rorll: very well. "\; e too:\: it the 
way it .... ras. To specifically a.nSlfer your question) ::1:)L) after c. lot of 
talk. I think we ought to continue to try to iroprovc tLs cor.c'2lL.'1ications 
system from the standpoint of the interference noi::·c;. j~.s you l'..na;r) some 
of the onboard recordings haven It beer. good) not very ,,:;oc;: at cll. I 
think the fact that the onboard recorder is a..ffected more from the back
gro1.illd noise and vibration tha:::l the hele::t) is probably the reasontha.t 
this capsule sounded better vTi th somebociy in it. So I thid.:: we should 
still continue to try to find out \'There :ill this cross talk is coming 
from inside the capsule. It will be to our 8.d.vc:..ntage in the orbital 
case, I'm sure. 

116. I "\mile iVe Ire on RF I've only heard you mention one setting you used. 
I thinl<: you mentioned you started 'Id th volu."'1lc setting 7. 

A I used five primarily aro1.illd the pad area, and then I ,vent to 7 for 
the flight. I thought I td have to go all the "!''fay) but as I mentioned) 
I didn't. 

117. I Did you stay at 7 generally then throughout the flight? 

A Yes. 

118. I How about this ques'tio::-l c-;,boc:t.t reachiEg the controls? He he2.:c(';. you 
repo:::-t that you iVere a little ai'raid to rr:axce the chance on the fil tor 
on the periscope and you ha(1 (lif:ficul ty turnir~ t:r~e ya"\l handle on the 
manual controller. 

A 'I'ha t '\vas not a i'u...'1ction of reaching) it. vas a f1.illction of bu..1TIping 
into the parachute. 

119. I Yes. NQlN) vlere there any other controls that you had difficulty 
in getting to? 

A Hell) I think the pe.rachute [USO T:ls.kes it dif'ficul t for you to reach 
the voice-operated relay sensitivity y,nob. "\{e set that before fliGht) 
but if it becomes too sensitive and is not Iwr7:r..ing) you can ahrays take 
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the little cocktail shaker stick (the swizzle stick that we have) &n:d 
reach C1'Ier the top of the parachute and switch it off. The fact that WI:! 

couldn't reach it didn 't give us any trouble. I had no difficulty in 
reaching anything else that I can think of right now. 

120. I When did you open the manual. shutoff val. ve? Remember, you were 
going to keep that closed so you could exercise the stick during 
poWered flight. You said you forgot to do that exercise., 

! We lifted off with the manual. val. ve .pulled out and off. The three 
ASCS handles were in. Ai'ter capsule separation.we put the manual. .valve 
in at that tilne and pulled out pitch, yaw, and roll ASCS handles suc
cessively. I made no change then until after retros were fired,at 
which tilne I went to fly-by-wire and pushed the three ASCS handles in. 
I thought I pulled the manual. out at that time. Maybe I didn't. Then 
I went back to manual. again after .05g, after roll rate had already 
started. Then went back and pushed all the handles in and left them. 
in so the peroxide would dump. 

121. I Were any fuse switches changed to the al ternate switch positions 
during the flight? 

A No. 

122. ~ Did you observe any structural deformations or hear any noises that 
could have been caused, by structural deformations? 

A I sure didn't notice any. I don't remember hearing anything or 
noticing anything at all. I think there may have been some there, but 
this is a general comment. I think, with respect to noise cues of that 
sort, unless ~t's a spurious one you don't necessarily notice it be
cause your attention is elsewhere. Also, you have this ambient noise 
level which tends to blot out small sound cues. 

123. ~ Did you notice any response of the capsule as a result of arm 
movements? Or of your own body movements? 

A I didn't notice any. 

124. I Was there too much standardized talk procedure to perform? 

A No! With respect to the RF I think we had just about what was 
needed. In this particular flight we described all sequences of events 
and got their confirmations back from the ground. The voice procedures, 
our procedures for check-offs prior to lift-off were very limited and 
satisfactory. Voice procedures after landing in the recovery area I 
thought were good. Surely from the standpoint of this flight I think 
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this was just about right. Trying to look to the orbital flight, I 
think. we Ire probably in just as good shape there. I think. with practiCE! 
we can go over a quick status report that would satisfy everybody's re
quirements as we pass over a station. I think we Ire going to be all 
right. As it stands now, on yesterday's flight I had no real feeling 
that I wanted to talk only to the onboard recorder, that is that I 
would like to have given a lot of' information off the air. But I 
think on an orbital. flight the only way we can do it now, is to turn 
the transmit switch to the off position and speak into the recorder. 
Whether this is going to be satisfactory or not, I don't know. We'll 
have to talk this over. I think it probably is -because there are going 
to be times during an orbital flight when you will want to put infor
mation on the tape to jar your memory later on, and not want to use up 
power to transmit. I think this is the way we will have to work it. 

125. I Would you have preferred a more impromptu procedure for reporting 
your flight impressions during the flight? 

A No. I think the people on the ground have to know pretty much what 
you are going to say and you have to stick pretty much to a standardizeti 
format. It can vary some, but it's got to be something people are fam~l
iar with, otherwise you'll waste an awful lot of time. 

126. !. On an orbital flight where you have a lot more time would youprefe:r 
to have a bigger proportion of it to yourself? I mean for you not to be 
forced to make reports very often? 

A No. I think it is important to make reports. To me, anyway, it is 
important because it forces me to read or cross-check the panel and 
maybe I haven't done it recently. It is important also to the people 
on the ground to reassure them that the T/M is correct. So I think 
we've got to live with voice reports and I think that f'or ef'f'iciency 
they should be of a standard reporting form. I think when we get some 
of our controllers working together in the orbital flight case with the 
equipment we have back at Langley and at the Cape, we can get these 
reports in a sta.ndard form. This is going to fulfill that requirement. 

121. !. Would you have liked to be informed about how the booster and the 
ASIS were performing in real time? 

A Well, I got everything I needed to know. I think all I need to Imow 
is the fact that the trajectory is OK. Well, since you can't do any
thing about the booster except get a~~ay from it, the only thing you wan.t 
to !mow is that trajectory is or is not within nominal limits. I don't, 
think you really need a:ny more information. That's all I needed yester
day. The fact that it was looking good was reassuring enough to me, to 
enable me to look at what I needed to !mow right inside. Now, you're 
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going to talk about controlling the booster, obviously you've got to 
have more. If it's just a question of seeing it and believing it and 
the fact that it's good or not is plenty. 

128. I Would you like to know from the ground what the capsule 'attitude is? 

A I'm not sure I understand the question. 

129. I In short, were you able to assess properly the operation of all the 
capsule systems by reference to the onboard instrumentation~ Or even 
shorter, was the instrumentation adequate, the onboard presented to you, 
as far as you were concerned? 

~ Well, let me reinterpret the question for you the way I look at it. 
I don't think you need to know the proper operation of all the capsule 
systems prior to an Atlas flight. There are some systems, the mal
function of which would cause an abort. You decide these by looking' 
at ground rules, before you go. Insofar as the abort criteria for the 
Redstone flight, we had no problem at all really. Insofar as the abort 
criteria for the Atlas flight, I think we are still talking essentially 
about a couple of systems. We're talking about the peroxide quantity 
and we're talking about the oxygen quantity, talking about electrical 
systems, primarily the isolated battery and the main bus. My answer to 
that question is definitely "yes". As for anything else that would mal
function, after insertion in the orbital case, the backup is plenty to 
take care of one orbit, so I think there is no need to provide additiona.l 
instrumentation to enable us to decide go-no-go for the orbital case. 
I'm thinking now about Capsule 7 and it didn't have enough instrumenta
tion primarily with respect to the oxygen as you know. There was no way 
to determine what is happening to the main bottle quantity until it is 
gone. That is not good enough for'an orbital case, but for the spec cap
sules of course, we have gauges and transducers on both bottles. So I 
think we're OK here. 

130. I So nothing new arose as a result of the flight with regard to the 
instrumentation itself? The instruments not only were there but they 
were ad.equate, you could read. them and so on? 

A There is a little "sound" here which I ,think all of us are aware 
of, but maybe you people are not since you haven't worked too closely 
with us at the Cape. But the peroxide q~tity, 60r example, when it 
should be reading zero, it is reading 70 /0 or 65 /0. So if you're 
going to be til a capsule you've got to know these idiosyncrasies and 
place little marks on the dials for reminders if you need them. 

131. ! This is being corrected. This should be the .last capsule you 
fly that will be this way. 



A Well, in that case it's still a good. comnent. Before you"re going to 
fly a capsule you ought to spend some time at the Cape with it, because 
of these little things that crop up. If you 1mow about them you can 
cope with them. That's a long answer to the question which should be 
";yes. " 

132. ! Would you like to know when all major capsule events have happened 
from the ground? 

! The way we have been doing is using the capsule as the pr:l.ma.ry 
originating source and within a few seconds after a sequence is sup
posed to have happened, he describes if it has or has not happened with 
the action he is or is not taking. If he doesn't do this, as in the 
case of when I was trying to figure out what to do in the case of retro
jettison, Deke came in and said he had the signal on the ground. So 
it's got to be a two -way contact here and use the capsule as the basic 
originating reference with a con:firmation from the ground. It's ade
quate and we didn't have any trouble. 

133. ~: Basically, information comes from the capsule to the ground with 
ground as a backup. 

! Even in the case of the use of a manual override, for example, in a 
sequenced event, it's interesting to know at that time that you've used 
it, but it's unnecessary. Ali you have to know on the ground is that 
the event has occurred and in the proper sequence. 

134. I Were you adequately briefed on all phases of the mission? 

! Yes, I certainly was. I don 't know of any complaints at all in that 
respect. As a matter of fact, I was more than adequately briefed. 
Everything was handled very nicely. 

135. ! Were you at all in doubt about our recommendation that you go to 
standby inverter before lift-off? 

! It was a little surprising and I wanted to think about it a few 
minutes. The fact that you essentially had the same line of thinking 
that I did was certai:hly reassuring. I felt happy about it. 

136. ! We were a little leery of Purser recommending it because it was 
a change from our established procedure. 
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! I think we are maybe a little more flexible here than we think 
we are because we practice same of the failures on the Procedures 
Trainer. What I was afra.id to accept was loss of fans buss, but I 
decided I didn't need the lights and could go to emergency flow to 
take care of the loss of fans. 

137. I Is the present debriefing adequate in your opinion? 

! Yes. I think after we finish up today, I tve given you just about 
all I can without referring to same other outside source. .AJ.l this 
information has been prima.rily from memory, a.nd if' we want to get any 
JOOre, we've got to have some other cues. 



SECTION D 

ASTRONAur DEBRIEFlNG 

AT UlliGucr, Jmm2l, l~l 

ASSESSMENT OF PREFLIGHT TRAINING PROGRAM 

This is Shepard using the Astronaut Debriefing Form, page 21. 

1. Were you sufficiently trained for the mission? Explain. 
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A The answer is yes, I was sufficiently trained for the mission. As a matter of fact, because of the inherent slippage in the flight pro~, 
I feel that all seven of us were sufficiently trained several months 
prior to the fifth of May. This answer I would like to qualify further 
by saying that the training actually produced a feeling of self-confi
dence as well as the physical skills necessary to control the vehicle. 

2. Has your flight experience pointed up any areas where you felt you 
had no training and needed it? 

A The answer to'that is no, the flight uncovered no unexpected areas. 
~re again, I think we were over-trained rather than under-trained. 
The physiological sensations I was well equipped to handle. The con
trol of the capsule I was well equipped to handle. Of course, there 
were no unusually large rates develope!i,during the flight, so with re
gard to this orientation I cali make no' concrete comment. However, the 
general answer to that is I found no time during the flight did I run 
into anything unexpected as a result of having prepared for it using 
our training program. 

3. How do you rate the relative worth of the AJ.jFA Trainer, the Mercury 
Procedures Trainer, and the Centrifuge with regard to preparation for 
doing the actual manual control tasks in the capsule? Orbital tasla 
Retrofire task? 

~ I find that, with respect first to the ALFA Trainer, in the case of 
using the periscope for attitude control, the moments under the actual 
flight conditions compared to the ALFA Trainer were just about identical. 
The reaction of the capsule on the manual control system, general atti
tude control, were very close to those observed on the ALFA Trainer. 
This comment applies also to the orbital task insofar as I was able to 
investigate it and the retrofire task. The dynamic response of the 
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ALFA Trainer with respect to a manual input is almost identical to that 
experienced in Capsule No.7. As a result, I feel the ALFA Trainer is 
very worthwhile in developing the skills necessary for control on the 
periscope and I'm sure in the next flight, when we have a window for 
control, we wiD. find it to be equally valuable. With respect to the 
Procedures Trainer, in comparison with Capsule No.7, I don't think that 
it was as worthwhile as it will be on later capsules, primarily because 
the arrangement of the instrument panel, the knobs and levers, in the 
Procedures Trainer differs from Capsule 7, which of course is an early 
production capsule. I feel, however, that the procedures developed in 
meeting emergencies, in using manual override, ahd general observation 
are indeed valuable, and I think that for later capsules, 9 and subse
quent, we will find that the Procedures Trainer is one of our most 
valuable aids in preflight training programs. It is also valuable in 
training flight crews with ground control crews, speci~ically those at 
the Mercury Control Center. Voice procedures, talking the same lan
guage, investigating emergencies under simulated conditions using the 
Tel ; crew and the Procedures Trainer at the Cape are going to provide 
us with a great deal of valuable training. The third item under 
Question ;, with respect to the Centrifuge, the Centrifuge does not 
prepare one too well for the ~~ual control task. The Centrifuge pri
marily excells in preparing one for acceleration. So therefore, with 
respect to the orbital case and the retrofire task, I don't feel the 
Centrifuge is valuable,primarily because in these cases the changes 
in acceleration levels are not disturbing. There is, o~ course, no 
change in acceleration level in orbit, and the slight change in accel
eration during the retro~ire case is not upsetting at all. I do feel 
that the Centrifuge is valuable as a training aid during periods o~ 
launch and reentry. There is, of course, no control task during launch, 
only the functions of b~eathing and reporting. H~fever, the control 
task during reentry is directly related to the Centrifuge, and I think 
we'll find it valuable ~or future training programs on this basis. 

4. How would you compare the control characteristics of the actual 
capsule with the control characteristics o~ the various trainers? For 
example, maximum ef~ectiveness, cross-coupling, lag in response, and 
tail-off? 

A The maximum effectiveness of the control jets I think is best prac
ticed on the ALFA Trainer. There is, of course, some correlation be
tween maximum effectiveness of control on the Procedures Trainer in the 
actual flight case, but I think the ALFA Trainer here is .more valuable 
because you are able to observe movement in the horizon as well as 
movement on the instruments. In no case did I have to use maximum 
thrust for other than short durations o~ time, so I don't think I 
really ~ullyinvestigated the maximum e~~ectiveness o~ control jets 
during the flight of Capsule 7. With respect to cross-coupling, here 
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again the ALFA Trainer, with the installed instruments, is a valuable 
aid, because cross-coupling is, of course, most noticeable upon the 
instruments. I tm speaking here of cross-coupling between the gyros 
rather than any inertial cross -coupling of the capsule itself. Insofar 
as lag in response is concerned, this is really not too noticeable. Let 
me combine the last two items, lag in response and tail-off. I think. 
these are not too noticeable in the actual flight case because primarily 
you're controlling for a specific attitude or a specific rate and the 
hand controller is moved until the attitude or rate is obtained. Any 
over-control as a function of tail-off is not distinguishable as such. 
In other words, there is a tendency to over-control possibly as a result 
of the human input and this mayor may not mask the lag in the response 
or the tail-off, so I think that any errors that you have here between 
human input, jet lag, and tail-off, are all combined into one error as 
evidenced by the visual cue, whether it be instruments or periscope or 
horizon. So therefore I don't feel that these are any problem and I 
don't feel that we have to use any specific training device in preparing 
for these items. 

5. Which Mercury trainers could have been omitted without loss in your 
state of readiness in this flight? 

A This is kind of a tough one to answer because I think all the train
ing devices and phases we experienced were valuable. I would say that 
the Centrifuge, the Procedures Trainer, and the AlllA Trainer should not 
be omitted. All of these are valuable training aids. Some of the dis
orientation devices that we used may be eliminated in future training 
programs as they are primarily a confidence-building device. Some of 
the training aids which we used in egress tra.ining, desert survival, and. 
general survival, and so on should not be omitted, because here again is; 
their ability to build confidence as well as prepare one for the actual 
flight case. I would say at this point that the training program ha.~; 
been a good one. We can cut dawn our empl'...asis on such things as dis
orientation, and our em;phasis on such things as weightlessness because 
I don 't reaJ.ly feel these physiological symptoms are going to be any 
real problem. So let's say generally that at this point let's not omit 
any, but let I s look at the training program with a view to reducing 
some of the time we spent on disorientation devices, etc. 

6. Do you have any suggestions relative to retiming of the training 
program'? For example, were you rusty in a:ny particular control task? 

A No. I have no suggestions relative to retiming. I think that we 
should make the Centrifuge training, of course, as close to the flight 
itself as possible. The fact that we PJave a Procedures Trainer at the 
Cape is helpful because the last month or so should certainly be spent 
at the Cape, prilllarily from the stand.point of following actual ce.psule 
tests. So therefore I would say that any maj or change in retiming of 
the training program is not required. 
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7. When were you the most anxious? 

A I would say that was when they put the hatch on, and I don't know 
how you overcome this. I think the fac-t the pilot, for example, par
ticipates in the RF checks with the gantry out, in which case he is all 
suited up, strapped in, the hatch has been put on, the gantry removed 
was a help, but I don't know how you get over the anxiety of the flight 
itself'. This is an individual problem I think and not a function of the 
training phase. 

8. How di~ the noise and vibration experienced "in the capsule compare 
with that eA1Perienced in the Centrifuge training program? 

A Here a specific comment is that there is no correlation between any 
of the noise and vibrations on the Centrifuge and that experienced in 
the flight case. The noise levels of the booster, the noise levels of 
the retrorockets and so on are apparent but they are not disturbing. 
Now the reason for this is the onboard noise of the recorders, cameras, 
gyros, inverters is such that, unless it is a very loud noise from the 
outside, it's hardly apparent on the inside with helmet attenuation and 
so on. We might continue providing a tape input on the Centrifuge, but 
I don't think the noise level really is a problem. I confine my remarks 
here to the Redstone and not to the Atlas. With respect to the vibra
tion, I don't think the Centrifuge is capable of producing vibration as 
experienced in the flight. The only vibration that was disturbing was 
that which occurred around max q, and this is not a serious problem; 
I was able to read the instruments all right at this time, although my 
head was bouncing somewhere around J2 to 15 cps. The vibration in the 
Centrifuge is of a jerky type, computer input of course, and there is 
no real correlation here between the two. 

9. Were any physiological effects experienced during the mission 
accelerations that were not experienced on the Centrifuge accelerations 
or vice versa? (Angular acceleration, etc.?) 

A The answer to that is essentially no. There was no angular accel
eration, asI mentioned before, that led to disorientation and, as a 
matter of fact, the accelerations of the Centrifuge during retrofiring 
were far more jerky and upsetting than that occurring during the flight. 
This general cormnentalso applies to the simulated acceleration of the 
Centrifuge at drogue and roB,in chute. These operations during the flight 
are very smooth whereas the inputs during the Centrifuge trsdning pro
gram were rather jerky. So I would say that for these part:icular maneu
vers, retrofire, ma .. in c h ute, and drogue chute, the Centrifuge is of no 
value on a dynamic basi~; Dnd we should use it only for the powered phase 
and the reentry ph~se of acceleration. 
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10. Was the acceleration produced during the retrofire task in the 
October Centrifuge program a help or a hindrance in preparing you for 
the actual retrofire tasE1 

A I've covered that before. The answer is it was a hindrance. The 
Centrifuge is far more abrupt and jerky than the actual flight case. 

11. What sound effects do you wish we had had on the Procedures Trainer? 

A Here again, the on board noise is such that any external sounds are 
ail subdued in the Redstone fligtlt and I don't think we need to go to 
any particular effort to reproduce any sound on the Procedures Trainer. 

12 . Was the periscope display in Procedures Trainer No. 1 valuable 
or not? 

A The answer is it was of very little value. I would very much prefer 
using the periscope display in the ALFA Trainer in preparing for the 
actual flight case. 

13. In retrospect, was there proper balance between failure training and 
normal procedures training? 

A The answer is yes. I think that in the training program one should 
specifically over-train. By that I mean create more failures than 
could possibly occur in an actual flight. I thinlt that in meeting 
failures and emergencies such as thiS, the normal procedures pretty 
much take care of themselves. 

14. Was ~ area of training overlooked on the Procedures Trainer? 

A At this point let I s cover the error on the Procedures Trainer. c2hc 
Procedures Trainer at the Cape incorporated approximately an additional 
30 seconds between peak g and the altimeter schedule. The fact that we 
had an extra 30 seconds on the Procedures Trainer was disturbing to me 
for a moment when I discovered that I was a't a much lower al ti tude 
after the reentry g bleedoff tha...'t1 I I d expected to be. I think we should. 
be more careful in the future to check our time schedules on the Redstor:le 
flight versus the Procedures Trainer to be sure we have a closer corre
lation. other than that there wa.s no area of training that was over
looked on the Procedures Trainer. 

15. Did you notice any difference in the operation of the rate-and-
attitude indicator in the capsule as compared to that in the Procedures 
Trainer? 
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A If the Procedures Trainer is working properly, the answer is no. 
There was some difference between what I had on the Procedures Trainer 
at the Cape and the actual flight case, but in the case of Trainer No. II 
it was not working properly. 

16. In what particular way did the response of the H202 jets differ from 
the response of the controls of the ALFA trainer? 

A In no particular way did the response differ. I found that the 
flight of No. 7 was indeed very close to the control responses exhib
ited by the ALFA Trainer. 

17. How did the overall angular response of the capsule compare with 
that of the ALFA Tra.iner? 

A Again, the answer is very close. The moments and reactions as set 
up on the ALFA Trainer now are very close to the actual flight case. 

18. Was the periscope display training on the ALFA Trainer valuable in 
preparing you to fly the capsule using the actual periscope display1 

A Yes, it was. Prilile..rily here from the standpoint of general land 
observation. The flight in No. 7 was too short to really pick up some 
of the finer points of periscope control but there is no question about 
the fact that the periscope display on the ALFA Trainer is a valuable 
aid. 

19. How realistic was the horizon display on the ALFA Trainer? 

A This is not applicable to No.7. Capsule 7 had no horizon display. 

20. Should we have hed an ALFA Trainer at Ca.pe Cat:1averal in order to 
keep you peaked-up just prior to the flight? 

~ The answer is, I think it would be desirable but there are so many 
things to do during the weeks preceding the fl.ight with respect to cap
sule checkup, which I think are more importe.nt, I don't think it is 
worthwhile moving the MEA TI'ainer or providing one at the Cape. For 
future flights if we have a Trainer of this sort, then I would suggest 
the possibility of having one set up down there. 

21. Do you think you could have controlled the capsule satisfactorily 
if you only had. had. training on f::i.xed-base trainers such as the EEAC 
a.nd the Procedures 'lTainer? (O!'bi taJ. stabiliza'f;ion? Retrofire? 
Reentry1 ) 

A I don't think so. I think that the ALFA Trainer has a. very definite 
place in the training program a.nd the Procedures Trainer in itself is 
not enough. 
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22. Did your previous zero-g training in Project Mercury have e:rJ.Y' value 
:In preparing you for this flight? 

A Here, the weightless flying is valuable as a cOnfidence-building 
maneuver. I don't think that we have to fly it to the extent that we 
did. I think that maybe one or two flights in the back seat of an 
F-1OO and one or two ,flights in a KC-l'5 and a Convair are certainly 
plenty. Weightlessness, as exhibited on a Redstone profile, provides 
no problem at all. 

23. How important was your training in the MASTIF Trainer relative to 
this flight? 

A It's difficult to answer since no rates were developed that caused 
disorientation. I think that we can include it, possibly, in future 
tra:tning programs, but it is certainly not an important training aid. 

24. Do you feel you had sufficient training in theMASTIF Trainer? 

! More than sufficient training on the MASTIF. Maybe we can cut this 
down a little bit. 

25. Should more or less emphasis have been placed on environmental 
tra:lning? If so, in what way'l (Procedures Trainer training or Surgeon's 
Capsule training?) 

! I think less emphasis should be placed on environmental training 
with respect to the Surgeon's Capsule. The actual chamber run using 
flight articles at the Cape is more than enough training for the flight 
case. or course , additional training in the environmental system is 
available using flight articles during the various checkouts that occur 
prior to launch at the Cape. 

26. Should we have had an ALFA Trainer powered by the actual H202 con-
trol systems? 

! No, I don 't think this is necessary. I think the air jets as we 
have them set up now are satisfactory. 

21. Was the training you received on the transparent gimbal capsule of 
any value? If yes, why'? 

! Yes. The answer here is of primarily observing the cross-coupling 
effects between the gyros and in observing any trouble areas which we 
can avoid by astute preplanned capsule maneuvers. 
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A No. I think we should learn to recognize terrain under clear con
ditions and. we III just have to accept whatever degradation occurs during 
case of a cloud cover. I think that photographs of actual cloud cover
age should be observed so that we have an idea ahead of time what to 
expect in this area. 

34. In your opinion, do the incorrect 19 cues that exist on the AI.iFA 
Trainer negate all positive training value of an ALFA-type Trainer? 

! No. I don't think so. I think we can work with this 19 cue that 
we have here because of the general value of the Trainer itself. 

35. Was there any comparison between the noise of the H
2

0
2 

jets and the 
noise of the air jets on the ALFA Trainer? Control jets? Retrorocket 
jets? 

~ The outside noise of the jets during the actual flight case are not 
noticeable unless you have full thrust. Here again, it just barely gets 
above the general noise level inside the capsule. The retrorocket jets 
can be heard but they are not upsetting. 

36. On future manned space proj ects, how much (if any) effort should be 
expended on trying to develop a IIzero gil simulator? 

A I think no effort should be expended. I think that the airplanes 
that we have now that give us zero g for short periods of time will de
velop enough confidence in one's ability under weightless conditions 
and that any insidious physiological effects of weightlessness will have 
to be investigated under actual flight conditions. 

37. Do you feel there is any future for submersion simulations for 
weightlessness training? 

A Here again, the answer is no. Weightlessness is not a real problem. 
We only have to investigate in future space flights what it's effects 
are for long periods of time. I might add as a personal note here that 
I don't think we ha.ve any problem at all. I think that circulation can 
be controlled by movements, I think that exercises can be provided just 
to the genera.l movements required during the flight, plus maybe a few 
associated movements to give us enough muscular activity so we're not 
going to have any real. problem at all. 
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28. If any maneuvers were made in two or three axes simultaneously how 
did the attitude display' compare to the display on: Procedures Tra:ln
er I, Procedures Trainer II, Centrifuge, Indicator Mockup Capsule, 
ALFA Tra:lner? 

A The only maneuvers that were made on two or three axes simultan
eously were made during retrofire case, and here again the ALFA Trainer 
is the most important during these maneuvers. The Procedures Trainers 
do provide a little input. The Ceni;;rifuge is not too vaJ.uable here. 
The indicator mockup capsule is not too valuable here. 

29. Were a:ny Mercury trainers detrimental to your state of readiness? 

A The answer is no, except as otherwise noted, because there are some 
cases where I was confused by the Procedures Trainer being off on its 
schedule. 

;0. If in retrospect you could pick just one Mercury trainer to help you. 
train, which one would you pick? If two, which? If three, which? 

A The a.nswer here is the Procedures Trainer. If two, I would say the 
Procedures Trainer and the Centrifuge. If three, Procedures Trainer, 
Centrifuge, a.nd AJ.;FA. 

;1. Should the Procedures Trainers have been mounted on a Centrifuge? 
In your opinion, is this worth ten million dollars? 

A The a.nswer to both is no. The Centrifuge is valuable, but we want 
to keep it as simple as possible, and it certainly is not worth com
bining the Procedures Trainer with the Centrifuge with the resulta.nt 
cost a.nd complexity. 

;2. Was the star field simulation on Procedures Trainer I useful in 
anywa~ What cabin lighting did you use and could you see the stars 
at any time during the flight'l 

A The answer here is an incomplete one. The star field simulation, 
of course, was not applicable since I was not on the dark side. I 
used full cabin lighting at all times and I could see no stars during 
the flight primarily because of the reflection of the sun on the edge 
of the porthole, as well as generaJ. light level inside the capsule, 
with dark adaption and so on, being too high. I think for orbital 
flights on the dark side the star field simulation may be valuable, so 
we should continue to include it. 

;;. Should we have included a cloud cover on the ALFA Trainer or 
Ground Recognition Trainer visual display1 



,SJ!l(;'fiON VI - SUMMARY QUESTIONS 

,s. Is this a safe operation at the present time? 

A Yes. 

Should more unmanned flights be made before any more manned 
flights are made? 

~ No. I would hope that as soon as we get confidence in the Atlas 
booster we can go marmed. I should hope that ariy Apollo flights that 
we make of a booster~evelopment nature can also be manned. 

'9. What capsule systems need improvement the most? 

~ I think that we're in pretty good shape here actually. I think that 
we have to continue to provide for the integrity of the peroxide system. 
However, since No. 7 differs from some of the later capsules with re
spect to its systems I think that we should get additional comment on 
this after we've had more flights. The improvements needed in the 
electrical system in the environmental control system certainly were 
not apparent on the short Redstone flight. I think we're dealing in 
terms primarily of usage data so I can't make any appropriate comments 
with any of the systems at this time. 

Is the capsule ready for orbital missions? 

A With respect to capsules 9 and subsequent, yes. 

40. What flight control procedures should be improved and in what way? 

A The improvements here I think we C~~ investigate only as we come to 
the orbital flights. I found no flight control procedures that were 
deficient. I think minor changes in some voice reporting, minor 
changes in some of the ground control reporting prccedures - these can 
be taken care of' f'rom i'light to flight as we gain more experience. 

4l.In retrospect, would you have liked to train any more than you did 
on any particular trainer or in 8..11Y particular systems study area? 
If so, which ones? 

A The answer is no. I f'elt that I was certainly properly trained for 
this flight, as I have indicated. before. 

42. How do you feel about your ability to perform during longer pel. Jods 
of weightlessness? Are we ready for 4 1/2 hours of zero g? 
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A As I have answered before, I am confident that we can perform very 
nicely under longer periods of weightlessness, and we certainly are 
ready for a three-orbital case, with respect to zero g. 

43. What was the most difficult part of the mission? 

A My most difficult part was the period between the visuaJ. observa
tion out the porthole and just after .05g when the .05g relay latched 
in before I was ready for it. I h4d intended, of course, to be on full. 
manual control at this time. I was behind schedule primarily because 
we had. pl.e.nned to do so much during the flight that I just got a few 
seconds behind. I was able to catch up to a degree, but I never felt 
as though I was in complete control of the reentry situation as a re
sult of not being quite ready for it. 

1J4. What is your advice to the Astronaut who will fly the next Mercury 
capsule? 

~ This has been pretty well covered in our group and with the Tel ~ 
people. We plan to do a little bit less during the next Redstone 
flight than we did during mine, thereby allowing more time for obser
vation of specific items, a little more time to get ready for the next 
action which is to occur during the flight. 

45. Is there anything further you wish to say'! 

A The answer is that I would like to indicate at this time that I had, 
a very enj oyable trip. I think the. t the training program was indeed 
satisfactory. I think that we're proceeding along the right lines in 
this area, and that I have enough strength left for an orbital flight. 
I hope I have the opportunity to make one. 


